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Introduction
Andre´ Weil (in a letter to his sister Simone Weil [W40]) compares
the situation of the one-dimensional objects of mathematics to that
of the Rosetta stone. The Rosetta stone contains three languages
talking about one reality - two languages (Greek and Demotic) were
well understood, and one (Hieroglyphic) was a complete mystery. The
situation in mathematics is somewhat different in that we have one
language - the language of addition and multiplication, i.e. commu-
tative rings - and with this language we are talking about three sim-
ilar but different realities, two Geometric realities (curves over finite
fields and curves over C, i.e. compact Riemann surfaces) are well
understood, and one Arithmetic reality (number fields) is a complete
mystery. Comparing Arithmetic and Geometry we find that we have
the wrong language, and especially addition is behind the three basic
problems of Arithmetic: the real prime, the arithmetical plane,
and the absolute point.
The real prime: In the geometry of curves over a field k we realize
that if we want to have theorems we need to pass from affine to projec-
tive geometry, and in particular we have to add the point at infinity 8
to the affine line A1k and look at the projective line P
1
k  A
1
kYt8u. In
our language this translates into the fact that the fraction field of the
polynomial ring krXs, the field of rational functions kpXq, embedds
into the field of Laurent series Kα  kppxαqq for each α P k, as well
as into the field K
8
 kpp 1
x
qq. These fields have one dimensional local
subrings, the subrings of power series Oα  krrxαss  Kα and O8 
krr 1
x
ss  K
8
. Similarly in arithmetic we have to add the real and com-
plex primes of a number field to the finite primes, and in particular
add the real prime η to the finite primes specpZq  t2, 3, 5, 7, 11 . . .u.
The fraction field of the ring of integers Z, the field of rational numbers
Q, embedds into the field of p-adic numbers Qp for each finite prime p,
as well as into the field of real numbers Qη  R. For the finite primes
p, the fields Qp contains the one dimensional local subring of p-adic
integers Zp  Qp. But for the real prime we find that Zη, the interval
r1, 1s, is not closed under addition!
The arithmetical plane: Having two geometrical objects we can
take their product, and a product of two curves gives us a surface. In
1
particular, the product of the affine line with itself gives us the affine
plane, A1k A
1
k  A
2
k. This translates in our language to the fact that
krxs bk krxs  krx1, x2s. But in arithmetic we find that Z b Z  Z,
the arithmetical plane reduces to its diagonal!
The absolute point: The category of k-algebras has k as an initial
object, hence in geometry over k we have a point specpkq as a final
object. Having addition in our language forces the integers Z to be
the initial object of the category of commutative rings, hence specpZq
is our final geometric object, and we are missing the absolute point
specpF1q, where the ”field with one element” F1 is the common field
of all finite fields Fp, p  2, 3, 5, 7 . . .
It was Kurokawa, Ochiai, and Wakayama [KOW] who were the first
to suggest abandoning addition, and work instead with the language
of multiplicative monoids. This idea was further described in Deitmar
[De], but note that the spectra of monoids always looks like the spectra
of a local ring: the non-invertible elements are the unique maximal
ideal. For Kurokawa there is also a “zeta world” of analytic functions
that encode geometry, where the field with one element F1, is encoded
by the identity function of C, see Manin [M]. Soule´ in [S] tries to
capture F1 by defining “F1-varieties” as a subcollection of Z-varieties.
(It was C. Soule´ who awakened me from my dogmatic slumber).
In [H07] we gave our first non-additive language for geometry based
on the language of F-rings and ring-categories. A ring-category is
a category A with two symmetric monoidal structures, “direct-sum”
` : A  A Ñ A, and “tensor-product” b : A  A Ñ A, with b
naturally distributive over `. The category of ring-categories has F1
as its initial object. As a category F1 has for objects the finite sets
and for morphisms the partial bijections; the operation ` corresponds
to disjoint sum; the operation b corresponds to direct-product. An
F-ring is a ring-category A such that the canonical map F1 Ñ A
is the identity on objects. The motivation for this language came
from the hint of the real prime η: while Zη  r1, 1s is not closed
under addition, it is closed under contraction, and we have by the
fundamental Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that px, yq  x1  y1       
xn yn is in Zη  r1, 1s if the vectors x, y are in pZηqn, that is |x|η ¤ 1
and |y|η ¤ 1, with the l2-norm |x|η  p
°
i
|xi|
2
q
1
2 .
In [Du] Durov gives a more algebraic language of generalized rings
based on monads of sets. But this forces him to replace the l2-norm
by the l1-norm, and thus he gets the wrong results at the real prime η.
Thus in Durov’s language GLnpZηq is the finite group of symmetries of
the l1-polytope tx P R
n,
°
i
|xi| ¤ 1u, while it should be the orthogonal
group On (and the unitary group Un for a complex prime) which is
2
the symmetry group of the l2-ball
tx P Rn,
¸
i
|xi|
2
¤ 1u  pZηqn
Indeed, MacDonald [Mac] gives a q-analog interpolation between the
zonal-spherical functions onGLnpQpq{GLnpZpq and the zonal-spherical
functions on GLnpRq{On and GLnpCq{Un. Similarly, there is a q-
analog interpolation where the representation theory of the quantum
group GLn gives in the “p-adic limit” the representation theory of
GLnpZpq, and in the “real or complex limits” the representation the-
ory of On and Un, see [H08], r0s. But Durov succeeded in proving
the negative result that the tensor product of Z with itself, both in
his category of generalized rings, and in our category of F-rings, re-
duces again to Z, and thus the “arithmetical-plane” still reduces to its
diagonal.
Here we give a new language for geometry based on a new concept
of a generalized ring. A generalized ring A is given by a sequence of
sets with embeddings A0  t0u  A1  A2      An     and
projecions pin : An 1 Ñ An, with pin|An  idAn . The set An carries an
action by the symmetric group Sn, and the embeddings / projections
are covariant. There are two covariant operations, the operation of
multiplication
Ak  pAn1      Ankq ÝÑ An , n  n1     nk
a , b  pb1, . . . , bkq ÞÑ a  b
and the operation of contraction
An  pAn1      Ankq ÝÑ Ak
a , b ÞÑ pa, bq
These operations are required to satisfy the following axioms:
associativity: pa  bq  c  a  pb  cq;
adjunction: ppa, bq, cq  pa, c  bq , pa, pb, cqq  pa  c, bq;
linearity: a  pb, cq  pa  b, cq , pa, bq  c  pa  c˜, b˜q,
where c˜ is obtained from c by diagonal embedding,
and similarly b˜ from b;
unit: have 1 P A1 satisfying
a  1  a  a  1  pa, 1q
It follows from the axioms that A1 is a commutative monoid with
unit; pA1q
n acts on An; and a
t
 p1, aq is an involution of A1. We say
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that A is self-adjoint if we have at  a for all a P A1. We say that
A is commutative if we have a  b˜  b  a˜ for a P An, b P Am. We
develop a geometry for self-adjoint generalized rings. We do not need
the commutativity axioms, but the self-adjointness is indispensible.
On the other hand, all our examples are commutative, and the self-
adjointness axiom complicates the description of “formulas” in our
language (i.e. of the free object).
In Chapter §1 we give the precise definition of a generalized ring,
in a more functorial (but equivalent) form.
In Chapter §2 we give our basic examples of generalized-rings:
the initial object - the field with one element F;
the generalized-ring GpAq attached to a commutative (semi-)ring
A;
the local generalized-ring Oη associated to a real or complex
prime η and its associated residue field Fη;
the generalized-ring FrMs associated to a monoid M ;
the free generalized-rings ∆w (resp. ∆ ) representing the functors
A ÞÑ Aw (resp. A ÞÑ lim
Ý
F
Aw).
In Chapter §3 we consider equivalence-ideals, ideals, homogeneous-
ideals, and the correspondences between them. There is also the use-
full notion of h-ideals, which for self-adjoint generalized-rings coincide
with homogeneous-ideals.
In Chapter §4 we consider the topological space specpAq, consisit-
ing of the primes of the generalized-ring A, with its Zariski-topology,
and its dense subset EspecpAq consisiting of the stable primes. We
show the contravariant functors A ÞÑ specpAq, and A ÞÑ EspecpAq,
take generalized-rings and homomorphisms into compact, sober (Zariski),
topological spaces and continuous maps.
In Chapter §5 we consider localizations of generalized-rings, and
obtain the sheaf OA of generalized-rings over specpAq for a self-adjoint
generalized-ring A.
In Chapter §6 we consider the category LGRS of locally-generalized-
ringed-spaces, its objects are pairs pX,OXq of a topological space X
and a sheaf OX over X of (self-adjoint) generalized-rings with local
fibers. We show that the functors A ÞÑ pspecA,OAq and pX,OXq ÞÑ
OXpXq are adjoint. The category of Grothendieck-generalized-schemes
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is the full subcategory GGS  LGRS consisting of pX,OXq P LGRS
such that there exists an open cover X 

i
Ui with pUi,OX |Uiq 
specOXpUiq. The category of generalized-schemes GS is the category
of pro-objects of GGS. We show that in GS there is a compactifica-
tion specpZq of specpZq, and similarly for any number-field K there
is a compactification specpOKq of the finite-primes specpOKq. These
compactifications follow very closely the ones given in [H07], (and re-
produced in [Du]).
In Chapter §7 we consider the tensor-product of generalized-rings,
and the resulting fiber-products in the categories GS  GGS of
(Grothendieck) generalized-schemes. In particular, we have in GS the
arithmetical plane specpZqFr1sspecpZq, and its open and dense affine
generalized scheme given by the spectrum of GpZqbFr1sGpZq. We give
an explicit description of the generalized ring GpNq bF GpNq, and of
GpNq
Â
F
GpNq
Â
F
Fr1s which map surjectively onto GpZq
Â
Fr1s
GpZq.
In Chapter §8 we sketch the theory of divisors. We define the sheaf
of meromorphic functions in (8.1), and the abelian group of (Cartier)
divisors in (8.2). In (8.3) we mention the associated invertible OX -
module, (although we do not enter into the linear and homological
algebra of modules in this paper). In (8.4) we define effectivenness
of a divisor. In (8.5) we define the ordered abelian group DivpX q for
X  tXNu a generalized scheme. The point is that while we have some
philosophies about the distribution of the primes within discrete data
(e.g. conjugacy classes in Galois groups), we are completely ignorant
about the distributuion of the primes (or prime powers) within the
continuum R . We feel we need to recreate the continuum R  in an
arithmetical way (as PicpspecZq), cf. (8.6). In (8.7) we enter the
twilight-zone and conjecture the existence of intersection numbers for
divisors and of ”Frobenus divisors” on specZ
±
Fr1s
specZ. This is our
liebster Jugendtraum of [H89]- to give a Scheme for the proof of the
Riemann Hypothesis.
The reader should be warned that while admitedly, we have used
the Riemann Hypothesis as a compass in the developement of this
language, there are many open problems in arithmetics which are more
”elementary” than the Riemann Hypothesis (e.g. an analog of Hurwitz
genus formula for the map f : specZÑ P1 associated with f P Q, cf.
(6.4.13), will give the ABC conjecture), and there are still many more
elementary problems in our theory. We need to redo ”non-additive
commutative algebra”, and as a first step, we need to understand the
combinatorics of the ”non-additive polynomials”, which are given by
5
finite rooted trees with certain labelings and boundary identifications
taken up to commutativity and self-adjunction.
6
Chapter 0
Notations
For a category C we write X P C for “X is an object of C”, and we
let CpX, Y q denote the set of maps in C from X to Y . We denote by
Set0 the category with objects sets X with a distinguished element
OX P X , and with maps preserving the distinguished elements
(0.0.1) Set0pX, Y q 
!
f P SetpX, Y q , fpOXq  OY
)
.
The category Set0 has direct and inverse limits. The set ros 
 
o
(
is
the initial and final object of Set0. For f P Set0pX, Y q we have
(0.0.2) kerf  f1pOY q , cokerf  Y {fpXq.
There is a cannonical map
(0.0.3) coker kerf  X{f1pOY q ÝÑ ker cokerf  fpXq.
We denote by F0 the subcategory of Set0 with objects the finite sets,
and with maps
(0.0.4)
F0pX, Y q 
 
f P Set0pX, Y q, coker kerf

ÝÑ ker cokerf
is an isomorphism
(

 
f P Set0pX, Y q, f |Xzf1pOY q is an injection
(
.
We let Set

denote the category with objects sets and with partially
defined maps
(0.0.5) Set

pX, Y q  KK
X1X
SetpX 1, Y q.
Thus to f P Set

pX, Y q there is associates its domain Dpfq  X , and
f P SetpDpfq, Y q.
We have an isomorphism of categories
(0.0.6) Set0
∼
Ñ Set
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given by
(0.0.7)
X ÞÝÑ X
 
 X r
 
OX
(
f ÞÝÑ f
 
, Dpf
 
q  X r f1pOY q;
and inversly
(0.0.8)
 
OX
(
º
X  X0 Þ X
x P Dpfq : fpxq
x R Dpfq : OY
*
 f0pxq Þ f
We let F

denote the subcategory of Set

corresponding to F0 under
the isomorphism (0.0.6), it has objects the finite sets, and maps are
the partial bijections
(0.0.9)
F

pX, Y q 
 
f : Dpfq
∼
ÝÑ fpXq bijections, Dpfq  X, fpXq  Y
(
.
To avoid problems with set theory we shall work with a countable
model of F

that contains r0s  ∅ (the empty set, the initial and final
object), r1s 
 
1
(
, . . . , rns 
 
1, . . . , n
(
, . . . and is closed under the
operations of pull-back and push-out. In particular F

is closed under
disjoint union, the categorical sum, which we denote by X ` Y ; it is
associative, commutative, and has r0s as unit. Moreover, F

is closed
under the “tensor-product” operation
X b Y 
 
px, yq, x P X, y P Y
(
 coker
 
X KK Y Ñ XJJY
(
;
it is associative, commutative, and has r1s as unit, and is distributive
over `. With these two operations, ` and b, F

is a “ring category”
in the sense of [H07]. In fact, F

is the initial object of the category
RingCat of ring categories. The F-Rings (on which the geometry of
[H07] is based upon) are the ring categories A P RingCat such that
the cannonical map F

Ñ A is bijection on objects. Inspired by [S],
we refer to F

as the “field with one element”. The category F

has
involution
(0.0.10)
F

pX, Y q
∼
ÝÑ F

pY,Xq
 
f : Dpfq
∼
Ñ fpXq

ÞÝÑ f t : fpXq
∼
ÝÑ Dpfq.
We usually let X, Y, Z,W denote objects of F

, without explicitly say-
ing so, and when we consider “Set

pX, Y q” it is usually implicitly
assumed that X, Y P F

.
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Chapter 1
The Definition of
Generalized Rings
A generalized ring A consists of the following structure:
(1.1) A functor A P pSet0q
F
 . Thus for X P F

, we have AX P Set0,
and for f P F

pX, Y q, we have fA P Set0pAX , AY q, such that
(1.1.1) pg  fqA  gA  fA , pidXqA  idAX
In particular, for an injection f : X ãÑ Y in F

, we have an injection
fA : AX ãÑ AY in Set0, and a surjection f
t
A : AY ։ AX in Set0,
f tA  fA  idAX , and we usually identify AX as a subset of AY , and
write a|X for f
t
Apaq , a P AY .
(1.1.2) We assume:A
r0s  t0u
For f P Set

pX, Y q , with X, Y P F

, we define
(1.1.3) Af 
¹
yPY
Af1pyq 
 
b  pbpyqqyPfpXq , b
pyq
P Af1pyq  AX
(
We have an operation of multiplication for f P Set

pX, Y q,
(1.2.1)  : AY  Af Ñ AX , a, b ÞÑ a  b  a f b
and we have an operation of contraction
(1.2.2) p , q : AX  Af Ñ AY , a, b ÞÑ pa, bq  pa, bqf .
We assume these operations respect the zero elements
(1.2.3) 0Y  b  0X  a  0f , here 0f  p0f1pyqq P Af
(1.2.4) p0X , bq  0Y  pa, 0fq.
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Thus for the cannonical map cX P SetpX, r1sq, the unique map with
DpcXq  X , we have AcX  AX , and we get the operations
(1.2.5)  : A
r1s  AX Ñ AX , and
(1.2.6) p , q : AX  AX Ñ A
r1s.
For the identity map idX P SetpX,Xq, we have
AidX 
±
xPX
A
txu  pAr1sq
X , and we get the operations
(1.2.7)  and p , q : AX  pA
r1sq
X
Ñ AX .
Before we can write the axioms satisfied by  and p , q, we have to
extend the definition of these operations. For f P Set

pX, Y q,
g P Set

pY, Zq, and z P Z, we obtain by restricting f the map
(1.2.8) f |z P Set
 
pg  fq1pzq , g1pzq

For y P g1pzq we have identification of fibers pf |zq
1
pyq  f1pyq,
and we have a projection
(1.2.9) Af ։ Af |z , b  pb
pyq
q ÞÑ b|z  pb
pyq
qyPg1pzq
The extended operations are given by
(1.2.10)  : Ag  Af Ñ Agf
a , b ÞÑ a f b with pa f bq
pzq
 apzq f |z pb|zq
and by
(1.2.11) Agf  Af Ñ Ag
c , b ÞÑ pc , bqf with pc , bq
pzq
f 
 
cpzq , pb|zq

f |z
.
We can now write the axioms.
(1.3) Associativity: ForW
h
Ý Z
g
Ý Y
f
Ý X in Set

, and for d P Ah,
c P Ag, b P Af , we have in Ahgf :
(1.3.1) d  pc  bq  pd  cq  b
(1.4) Left-Adjunction: For W
h
Ý Z
g
Ý Y
f
Ý X in Set

, and for
d P Ahgf , a P Ag, c P Af , we have in Ah:
(1.4.1) pd, a  cq  ppd, cq, aq
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(1.5) Right-Adjunction For W
h
Ý Z
g
Ý Y
f
Ý X in Set

, and for
d P Ahg, a P Agf , c P Af , we have in Ah:
(1.5.1) pd  c, aq 

d, pa, cq
	
(1.6) Left-Linear For W
h
Ý Z
g
Ý Y
f
Ý X in Set

, and for d P Ah,
a P Agf , c P Af , we have in Ahg:
(1.6.1) pd  a, cq  d  pa, cq
(1.7) Right-Linear For Z
g
ÝÑ Y
f
Ý X in Set

, we form the cartesian
square,
(1.7.1) Z
¹
Y
X  tpz, xq P Dpgq Dpfq, gpzq  fpxqu
Z
¹
Y
X
Z
f˜
<
X
g˜
>
Y
f
<
g >
with f˜ , g˜ the natural projections. Note that we have an identifi-
cation of fibers
f˜1pzq  f1pgpzqq for z P Z
and we get a map
(1.7.2) Af Ñ Af˜ , c ÞÑ c˜ P Af˜ with c˜
pzq
 cpgpzqq.
Similarly, g˜1pxq  g1pfpxqq for x P X , and we get a map
Ag Ñ Ag˜ , a ÞÑ a˜ P Ag˜ with a˜
pxq
 apfpxqq
The axiom of Right-Linearity states that for f, g, f˜ , g˜ as above, and
W
h
Ý Y in Set

, and for d P Ahf , a P Ag, c P Af , we have in Ahf :
(1.7.3) pd, cq  a  pd  a˜, c˜q
Remark: In the above axioms, (1.3) through (1.7), we have a se-
quence of identities, one for each fiber over a given element w P W .
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We can assume without loss of generality that W  r1s, h is the can-
nonical map, and we get identities in AX (resp. AZ , AZ , AY , AZ ) for
d P AZ (resp. AX , AY , AZ , AX ) in (1.3) (resp. (1.4) , (1.5) , (1.6) ,
(1.7)).
(1.8) Unit axioms We have a distinguished element 1  1A P A
r1s.
Hence for each singleton txu P F

, using the unique isomorphism
r1s

ÝÑ txu we get 1x P A
txu; and for f P FpX, Y q we have 1f 
p1f tpyqqyPfpXq P Af .
We have for all f P Set

pX, Y q, a P Af :
(1.8.1)
a  1idX  a,
1idY  a  a,
pa , 1idX q  a
Remark: In the above axiom (1.8.1), we can assume without loss of
generality that Y  r1s, f  cX the cannonical map, and (1.8.1) read
(1.8.2) a  1idX  1  a  pa, 1idX q  a for a P AX
Note that p1, aq makes sense only for a P A
r1s, we define
(1.8.3) at  p1, aq , a P A
r1s.
It is an involution of A
r1s:
(1.8.4) patqt  p1, p1, aqq  p1  a, 1q  pa, 1q  a
It preserves the operation of multiplication, and the special elements
0, 1:
(1.8.5) pa  bqt  p1, a  bq 

p1, bq, a
	


1  p1, bq, a
	

 p1, aq  p1, bq  at  bt
0t  p1, 0q  0 , 1t  p1, 1q  1
For f P F

pX, Y q, and for
a  papyqq P Af 
¹
yPY
Af1pyq 
¹
xPDpfq
A
txu  pAr1sq
Dpfq,
we put
(1.8.6) at  patpxqq P Af t 
¹
xPX
A 
fpxq
(
 pA
r1sq
fpXq,
atpxq  papfpxqqqt  p1, apfpxqqq
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and we have
(1.8.7) p1f tf , aq  a
t
(1.8.8) Definition: We shall say that A is self-adjoint if
at  a for all a P A
r1s.
Remark: In A
r1s we have 0  1  1  0  0  0  0, and 1  1  1,
hence for f P F

pX, Y q, g P F

pY, Zq, we have
(1.8.9) 1g  1f  1gf
Also we have (c.f. (0.10), (1.8.6)),
p1fq
t
 1f t .
We obtain for all a P AX , f P FpX, Y q,
(1.8.10) a  1f t  pa  1f t , 1idY q  pa, p1idY , 1f tqq  pa, 1fq.
This gives a structure of a functor F

Ñ Set0 on X ÞÑ AX , which we
require is the given stucture (1.1): Our unit axiom (1.8.1) is completed
with the requirement that for all a P AX , f P FpX, Y q,
(1.8.11) a  1f t  pa, 1fq  fApaq.
(1.9) Remark: Given a commutative diagram in Set

, (1.9.1)
X
f
> Y
X 1
ϕ
_ f 1
> Y 1
ψ
_
with ϕ P F

pX,X 1q, ψ P F

pY, Y 1q, we get a map
(1.9.2) pϕ, ψqA : Af ÝÑ Af 1 ,
pϕ, ψqApbq  1ψ  b  1ϕt for b P Af .
The operations of multiplication and contraction are functorial in the
following sense. For a P AY 1 , we have in AX1,
(1.9.3) a  pϕ, ψqApbq  a  1ψ  b  1ϕt  ϕA
 
ψtApaq  b

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For a P AX1, we have in AY 1,
(1.9.4)

a, pϕ, ψqApbq
	


a, 1ψ  b  1ϕt
	


a  1ϕ, 1ψ  b
	



pa  1ϕ, bq, 1ψ
	
 ψA

pϕtApaq, bq
	
(1.10) Remark: If follows from (1.3), (1.8), thatA
r1s  Aid
r1s
is an
associative monoid with unit 1. It also follows that it is commutative:
(1.10.1) a  b  pa  b, 1q  p1  a, p1, bqq  p1, p1, bqq  a  b  a
For X P F

, the commutative monoid AidX  pAr1sq
X acts on the right
on AX , cf. (1.2.7). Note that for a  pa
pxq
q P AidX , and b P AX ,
(1.10.2) b  a  pb  a, 1idX q  pb, p1idX , aqq  pb, a
t
q
i.e. the two actions of (1.2.7) are related by the involotion. The monoid
A
r1s also acts on the left on AX , cf. (1.2.5), and this is nothing but the
diagonal right action: For a P A
r1s, b P AX , putting a˜ P AidX , a˜
pxq
 a
for all x P X ,
(1.10.3) a  b  p1, atq  b  p1  b, a˜tq  pb, a˜tq  b  a˜.
More generally, for f P Set

pX, Y q, b P Af , a  pa
pyq
q P AidY 
pA
r1sq
Y , we let
(1.10.4) a˜ P AidX  pAr1sq
X , a˜pxq  apfpxqq forx P X,
and we have in Af ,
(1.10.5) a  b  b  a˜.
Indeed checking (1.10.5) at a given fiber Af1pyq, y P Y , reduces to
(1.10.3). The action of pA
r1sq
X on AX is self-adjoint with respect to
the pairing (1.2.6): for a P pA
r1sq
X , b, d P AX , we have
(1.10.6) pb  a, dq  pb, pd, aqq  pb, d  atq
(1.11) Remark: There is enough commutativity in our axioms to
make the theory work. However, all our examples (and calculations)
will satisfy the extra axiom of
Commutativity: For Z
g
ÝÑ Y
f
Ý X in Set

, and for a P Ag, c P Af ,
we have in Agf˜  Afg˜,
(1.11.1) a  c˜  c  a˜
using the notations of (1.7.1) , (1.7.2).
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Eventually, all our generalized rings will be self-adjoint and com-
mutative, but we choose to emphasize the role of self-adjunction and
of commutativity in the development of the theory. The reader may
assume for simplicity that all generalized rings are self-adjoint and
commuative throughout the paper.
(1.12) Remark: For f, g P Set

pX, Y q we write f ¤ g for
(1.12.1) Dpfq  Dpgq and g|Dpfq  f
or equivalenty, if for all y P Y , f1pyq  g1pyq. For f P Set

pX, Y q,
h P Set

pX,Zq, g P Set

pY, Zq such that h ¤ g  f , we have
pAh, Afq  Ag via
(1.12.2) Ah  Af ãÑ Agf  Af
p,q
ÝÑ Ag
Given such f and h, there exists g such that h ¤ g  f , if and only if
(1.12.3) Dphq  Dpfq and for x1, x2 P Dphq :
hpx1q  hpx2q ñ fpx1q  fpx2q
or equivalenty,
(1.12.4) Dphq  Dpfq, and for z1  z2, zi P Z :
fph1pz1qq X fph
1
pz2qq  H
In this case we have h{f P Set

pY, Zq with Dph{fq  fpDphqq, and
(1.12.5) h{fpfpxqq  hpxq
This function h{f is the minimal solution: for all g P Set

pY, Zq such
that h ¤ g  f , we have h{f ¤ g. Thus when (1.12.3) or (1.12.4) are
satisfied we have a well-defined contraction
(1.12.6) pAh, Af q  Ah{f
Similarly, given f and h, there is a g such that h ¥ g  f and Dpgq 
fpXq, if and only if
(1.12.7) Dphq  Dpfq, and for z1  z2, zi P Z :
fph1pz1qq X fph
1
pz2qq  H
In this case g  fzh is unique, Dpfzhq  fpXq, fzhpfpxqq  hpxq and
we have a well-defined contraction
(1.12.8) Ah  Af ։ A
pfzhqf  Af
p , q
ÝÝÑ Afzh, pAh, Af q  Ah{f
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Putting (1.12.6) and (1.12.8) together, we have for f P Set

pX, Y q,
h P Set

pX,Zq, such that
(1.12.9) for z1  z2, zi P Z, fph
1
pz1qq X fph
1
pz2qq  H
a well defined contraction
(1.12.10) pAh, Afq  Ah{f , with Dph{fq  fpDphqq,
and h{fpfpxqq  hpxq
Note that in the axioms of right-adjunction (1.5.1), and left-linearity
(1.6.1), it is possible for the left hand side of the equality to be defined,
while the right hand side is not defined ( the contraction pa, cq is not
defined, but pd  c, aq is defined). Thus some care is needed in passing
from the left to the right of (1.5.1), (1.6.1). If the right side of (1.5.1)
or (1.6.1) is defined, so is the left side, and we have an equality.
In particular, the axioms allow to transform any formula in the
operations of multiplication and contraction, to an equivalent formula
with only one contraction. Thus expressions of the form
pa, bq  pa1  a2      an, b1      bmq
are closed under multiplication and contraction, and we have the for-
mulas:
(1.12.11) pa, bq  pc, dq  pa  c˜, d  b˜q
(1.12.12) ppa, bq, pc, dqq  pa  d˜, c  b˜q.
(1.13) Definition: A homomorphism of generalized rings ϕ :
AÑ A1 is a natural transformation of functors (so for X P F

, we have
ϕX P Set0pAX , A
1
Xq, and for f P FpX, Y q, we have ϕY fA  fA1ϕX),
such that ϕ preserves multiplication, contraction, and the unit:
(1.13.1) ϕpa  bq  ϕpaq  ϕpbq,
(1.13.2) ϕppa, bqq  pϕpaq, ϕpbqq,
(1.13.3) ϕp1Aq  1A1
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Thus we have a category of generalised rings and homomorphisms
which we denote by GR. We let GRC  GR denote the full subcate-
gory consisiting of commutative generalized rings, i.e. those satisfying
the extra commutativity axiom (1.11.1). We let GR  denote the full
subcategory consisiting of self-adjoint generalized rings, i.e. those sat-
isfying (1.8.8). We denote by GR C  GRC X GR
  the commutative
self-adjoint generalized rings.
We remark that for A,A1 P GR, a collection of maps ϕ  tϕX P
Set0pAX , A
1
Xqu satisfying (1.13.1), (1.13.2), (1.13.3), is a homomor-
phism; i.e. it is automatically a natural transformation of functors by
(1.8.11).
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Chapter 2
Examples of Generalised
Rings
2.1 The field with one element F
We write F for the functor p0.8q : F

∼
Ñ F0  Set0. Thus
(2.1.1)
FX  X0  X
º
t0Xu, andFf 
¹
y
 
f1pyq

0
for f P Set

pX, Y q.
The multiplication is given by
(2.1.2)
FY  Ff Ñ FX
y0, px
pyq
f q ÞÑ y0  xf  x
py0q
f P pf
1
py0qq0  X0
The contraction is given by
FX  Ff Ñ FY
x0, px
pyq
f q ÞÑ px0, xfq 
"
y ifx0  x
pyq
f
0 otherwise.
It is easy to check that F is a (commutative, self-adjoint) generalised
ring. For A P GR, and for x P X P F

, put
(2.1.3)
ϕXpxq  p1x, 1jxq  1x  1jtx P AX , with jx P Fptxu, Xq the inclusion.
We have ϕX P Set0pFX , AXq, and the collection of ϕX define a homo-
morphism ϕ P GRpF, Aq. It is easy to check this is the only possible
homomorphism, and F is the initial object of GR.
2.2 Commutative Rings
For a commutative ring A, let GpAqX  A  X  A
X be the free A-
module with basis X . It forms a functor GpAq : F

Ñ A mod  Set0.
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We define the multiplication for f P Set

pX, Y q by
(2.2.1) GpAqY  GpAqf  A
Y

¹
yPY
Af
1
pyq
Ñ AX  GpAqX
a  payq, b  pb
pyq
x qxPf1pyq ÞÑ pa  bqx  afpxq  b
fpxq
x
We define the contraction by
(2.2.2) GpAqX  GpAqf  A
X

¹
yPY
Af
1
pyq
Ñ AY  GpAqY
a  paxq, b  pb
pyq
x qxPf1pyq ÞÑ pa, bqy 
¸
xPf1pyq
ax  b
pyq
x
It is straightforward to check that GpAq is a commutative self-adjoint
generalized ring. A homomorphism of (commutative) rings ϕ P RingpA,Bq
gives a homomorphism Gpϕq P GRpGpAq,GpBqq, thus we have a func-
tor
(2.2.3) G : Ring Ñ GR C
It is fully-faithful: if ϕ P GRpGpAq,GpBqq, and a  paxq P GpAqX ,
then ϕXpaqx 
 
ϕ
r1spaxq

by functoriality over F

, so ϕ is determined
by ϕ
r1s : AÑ B; the map ϕr1s is multiplicative (and preserves 1), but
it is also additive
ϕ
r1spa1   a2q  ϕr1s pppa1, a2q, p1, 1qqq  ppϕr1spa1q, ϕr1spa2qq, p1, 1qq 
 ϕ
r1spa1q   ϕr1spa2q
Thus ϕ
r1s P RingpA,Bq , and ϕ  Gpϕr1sq; and we have
(2.2.4) RingpA,Bq  GRpGpAq,GpBqq
Note that for every X P F

, we have a distinguished element
(2.2.5) 1X P GpAqX , p1Xqx  1 for all x P X
hence for f P Set

pX, Y q, the element 1f  p1f1pyqq P GpAqf . These
elements satisfy
(2.2.6) 1g  1f  1gf ; 1
r1s  1;
1X  1f t  1fpXq P GpAqfpXq  GpAqY for f P Set0pX, Y q
Note that any element a  paxq P GpAqX , gives an element of the
monoid
(2.2.7) xay  paxq P GpAqidX  A
X
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and the vector 1X is cyclic in the sense that
(2.2.8) a  1X  xay
The definition of GpAq does not use subtraction and thus works
for semi-rings A (having two associative and commutative operations,
addition x   y , and multiplication x  y, with units 0 and 1, and
multiplication distributive over addition). We have the generalized
rings GpNq and Gpr0,8qq, as well as the “tropical” examples GpNtq
and Gpr0,8qtq where we replace addition by the operation of taking
the maximum maxtx, yu.
The generalized ring GpNq contains the cyclic vectors 1X P GpNqX 
NX , satisfying (2.2.6), and these vectors generate GpNq. For n  pnxq P
GpNqX , we have the set over X .
(2.2.9) pin : Xn Ñ X
Xn  tpx, jq P X  N , j ¤ nxu , pinpx, jq  x
and we have
(2.2.10) n  p1Xn ,1πnq .
We can view the elements of GpNqX as isomorphism classes of sets
over X .
Let A P GR, and let a  paXq, with aX P AX , atxu  1x, and with
ag af  agf (where af  paf1pyqq for f P SetpX, Y q). Define a map
ϕ  ϕpaq : GpNq Ñ A by
(2.2.11) ϕX : N
X
Ñ AX , ϕXpnq  paXn , aπnq.
For f P Set

pX, Y q, and for m  pmpyqq P GpNqf , we have similarly
mpyq 

1
X
pyq
m
,1
π
pyq
m
	
with pi
pyq
m : X
pyq
m Ñ f1pyq the restriction of
pim : Xm Ñ Dpfq  X . We have by formula (1.12.12),
(2.2.12)

paXn , aπnq, pa
pyq
Xm
, apyqπmq
	
 paXn  raπm, aXm  raπnq 


aXn
±
X
Xm, aπY


P AY
with piY : Xn
±
X
Xm Ñ Xm Ñ Y . Note that for y P Y we have,
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Xn
¹
X
Xm
Xn
raπm
<
Xm
raπn
>
X
aπm
<
aπn
>
r1s
aXn
_
<
<
Y
aXm
_
f >
(2.2.13) 7pi1Y pyq 
¸
xPf1pyq
nx mx  pn,mqy
Similarly, for n  pnyq P GpNqY  N
Y , we have by formula
(1.12.11),
(2.2.14)
paYn, aπnqpaXpyqm
, a
π
pyq
m
q  paYnraXm , aπmraπnq  paYn
±
Y Xm
, aπX q P AX
with piX : Yn
±
Y
Xm Ñ Xm Ñ X . Note that for x P X , we have
Yn
¹
Y
Xm
Yn
raXm
<
Xm
raπn
>
Y <
f
aXm
<
aπn
>
X
aπm
_
r1s
aYn
_ <
(2.2.15) 7pi1X pxq  nfpxq mx  pn mqpxq
Thus ϕ is a homomorphism of generalized rings, and we have a
natural bijection
(2.2.16)
GRpGpNq, Aq 
#
a  paXq P
¹
XPF
AX , atxu  1x, ag  af  agf
+
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2.3 The Real Prime
Let | | : K Ñ r0,8q be a non-archimedian absolute value on a field K.
Let
(2.3.1) OX 
#
a  paxq P GpKqX ,
¸
xPX
|ax|
2
¤ 1
+
Note that X ÞÑ OX is a subfunctor of GpKq : F Ñ Set0. But it
is also a sub-generalized-ring, in the sense that it is closed under the
operations of multiplication and contraction, and 1 P O
r1s. The proof
for multiplication is straightforward:
For a  payq P OY , b  pb
pyq
x q P Of , we have
(2.3.2)
¸
xPX
|pa  bqx|
2

¸
xPX
|afpxq|
2
 |bpfpxqqx |
2


¸
yPY
|ay|
2
¸
xPf1pyq
|bpyqx |
2
¤
¸
yPY
|ay|
2
¤ 1
and so a  b P OX .
The proof for contraction is just the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:
For a  paxq P OX , b  pb
pyq
x q P Of , we have
(2.3.3)
°
yPY
|pa, bqy|
2

°
yPY





°
xPf1pyq
ax  b
pyq
x





2
¤
¤
°
yPY

°
xPf1pyq
|ax|
2



°
xPf1pyq
|b
pyq
x |
2

¤
°
yPY
°
xPf1pyq
|ax|
2
¤
°
xPX
|ax|
2
¤ 1
and so pa, bq P OY .
Thus O is a generalized ring. Note that
(2.3.4) mX 
#
a  paxq P OX ,
¸
xPX
|ax|
2
  1
+
forms a subfunctor of O, and it is (the unique maximal) ideal of O,
in the sense that we have
(2.3.5) O m, m O , pm,Oq , pO, mq  m
By collapsing mX to zero we obtain the quotient (in Set0):
(2.3.6) kX  OX{mX 
#
a  paxq P OX ,
¸
xPX
|ax|
2
 1
+
> t0Xu
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There is a canonical projection map piX : OX " kX , with piXpmXq 
0X . Now (2.3.5) imply that there is a (unique) structure of a general-
ized ring on k, such that pi is a homomorphism, pi P GRpO, kq. It is
given by
(2.3.7)
a  b 
"
a  b if ||a  b||  1
0 if ||a  b||   1
, pa, bq 
"
pa, bq if ||pa, bq||  1
0 if ||pa, bq||   1
with the l2 -norm
(2.3.8) ||paxq|| 

¸
xPX
|ax|
2

1
2
2.4 Monoids
We say that M is a monoid if it has an associative and commuta-
tive operation , an involution, and there are (neccessarily unique)
elelments 0, 1 PM such that
(2.4.1) m  1  m, m  0  0 , for allm PM
the involution preserves the operation and special elelments
pm1 m2q
t
 mt1 m
t
2 , 1
t
 1 , 0t  0 , and pmtqt  m
A map of monoids ϕ : M Ñ M 1 is required to preserve the operation
ϕpm1  m2q  ϕpm1q  ϕpm2q, as well as the involution and special
elements: ϕpmtq  ϕpmqt , ϕp1q  1 , ϕp0q  0. Thus we have the
category of monoids which we denote by Mon. For A P GR, we have
A
r1s PMon, cf. (1.10), giving rise to a functor
(2.4.2) GRÑMon , A ÞÑ A
r1s
This functor has a left adjoint. For M PMon, let
(2.4.3)
FrMsX 
º
xPX
M  pX  pMzt0uqq > t0u  rX Ms {rx, 0s  0
It forms a functor X ÞÑ FrMsX : F Ñ Set0. We define the operation
of multiplication by
(2.4.4)  : FrMsY  FrMsf Ñ FrMsX
ry0, m0s , rx
pyq, mpyqs ÞÑ rxpy0q, m0 m
py0q
s
We define the operation of contraction by
(2.4.5) p , q : FrMsX  FrMsf Ñ FrMsY
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rx0, m0s , rx
pyq, mpyqs ÞÑ ry,m0pm
pyq
q
t
s if x0  x
pyq, otherwise 0.
It is straightforward to check that with these operations FrMs forms a
(commutative, but non-self adjoint) generalized ring, and for A P GR,
we have adjunction
(2.4.6) GRpFrMs, Aq MonpM,A
r1sq
ϕ ÞÑ ϕ
r1s
rψXprx,msq  pψpmq, 1jxq Þ ψ
with jx P Fpr1s, Xq, jxp1q  x
We let Mon   Mon denote the full-subcategory of monoids with
trivial involution, we have similarly adjoint functors
(2.4.7)
Mon 
ñ
ó GR 
M ÞÑ FrMs
A
r1s Þ A
(2.4.8) GR pFrMs, Aq Mon pM,A
r1sq
2.5 Commutative trees and ∆
By a tree F we shall mean a finite set with a distinguished element
0F P F , the root, and a map S  SF : F zt0F u Ñ F , such that for all
a P F there exists n with Snpaq  0F ; we write n  htpaq, and put
htp0F q  0. For a P F , we put νpaq  7S
1
paq. The boundary of F is
the set
(2.5.1) BF  ta P F , νpaq  0u
The unit tree is the tree with just a root, t0u, and Bt0u  t0u. The
zero tree is the empty set, H, and BH  H. Given a subset B  BF ,
we have the reduced tree F |B, obtained from F by omitting all the
elements of BF zB, and then omitting all elements a P F such that
all the elements of S1paq have been omitted and so on; we have
BpF |Bq  B.
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(2.5.2)
F F|{b1 , b2 , b3 }
b1
b2
b3
b1
b2
b3
Given for each b P BF , a tree Gb, let B  tb P BF , Gb  Hu, and
form the tree
(2.5.3) F 
G : F |B >
º
bPB
pGbzt0Gbuq
with Spaq  b if a P Gb and SGbpaq  0Gb , and otherwise S being the
restriction of the given SF and SGb .
Let for X P F

,
∆X  tF  pF1; tF¯xu; σqu{
consist of the data of a tree F1, a tree F¯x for each x P X , and a
bijection σ : BF1
∼
Ñ
²
xPX
BF¯x. We view such data F as being the same
as F 1  pF 1
1
; tF¯ 1xu; σ
1
q if there are isomorphisms of trees τ1 : F1
∼
Ñ F 1
1
,
τx : F¯x
∼
Ñ F¯ 1x, with σ
1
 τ1pbq  τx  σpbq for b P BF1, σpbq P BF¯x.
Note that for such data F  pF1; tF¯xu; σq, we have an associated
map
(2.5.4) σ : BF1 Ñ X
σpbq  x iffσpbq P BF¯x
For f P Set

pX, Y q , we have ∆f 
±
yPY
∆f1pyq, its elements are isomor-
phism classes of data F 
 
tFyuyPfpXq; tF¯xuxPDpfq; σy

, with bijections
σy : BFy

Ñ
²
xPf1pyq
BF¯x, for all y P Y .
We define the operations of multiplication by
(2.5.5)  : ∆Y ∆f Ñ ∆X
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G  F  pG1; G¯y; τq  pFy; F¯x; σyq  pG1 
 Fτp q; F¯x 
 G¯fpxq; τ  σq
with
(2.5.6) τ  σ : BpG1 
 Fτp qq 
 BG1  BFτp q
τ

Ñ
º
yPY
BG¯y  BFy
>σy

Ñ
º
yPY
º
xPf1pyq
BG¯y  BF¯x 

º
xPX
BF¯x  BG¯fpxq 
º
xPX
BpF¯x 
 G¯fpxqq
We define the operation of contraction by
(2.5.7) p , q : ∆X ∆f Ñ ∆Y
pG,F q 
 
pG1; G¯x; τq, pFy; F¯x; σyq



G1 
 F¯τp q;Fy 
 G¯σyp q; pτ, σq
	
with
(2.5.8) pτ, σq : BpG1 
 F¯τp qq  BG1  BF¯τp q
τ

Ñ
º
xPX
BG¯x  BF¯x 

º
yPY
º
xPf1pyq
BF¯x  BG¯x
>σ1y

Ñ
º
yPY
BFy  BG¯σyp q 
º
yPY
BpFy 
 G¯σyp qq
It is straightforward to check that ∆ with these operations satisfy
all our axioms of a generalized ring except the axioms of right-linearity
(1.7.3) (also the axioms of commutativity (1.11.1) and self-adjunction
(1.8.8) fails ).
For a tree F , a subset G  F will be called a (full) subtree with root
b P G, if pG,SF |Gztbuq is a tree, i.e. SF pGztbuq  G, and if moreover
for all a P G,
(2.5.9) eitherS1F paq  G orS
1
F paq XG  H
Given such a subtree G  F , and given for each a P BG, a (full)
subtree Ha  F with root a, and given for a P BG, an isomorphism of
trees σa : Ha

Ñ H , (with a fixed tree H), we form the commuted -tree
CσG,HF :
(2.5.10) CσG,HF 

F zpGY
º
aPBG
Haq

º
pHzBHq
º
pBH Gq
with S  SCσ
G,H
F given by
(2.5.11) Spxq  SF pxq forx P F zpGY
º
aPBG
Haq, andSF pxq R
º
aPBG
BHa,
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 py, aq forx P F zpGY
²
aPBG
Haq, andSF pxq  y P BHa, a P BG,
 SHpxq forx P HzBH, and x  0H ,
 SF pbq forx  0H ,
 py,SGpzqq forx  py, zq P BH G, and z  0G,
 SHpyq forx  py, 0Gq P BH G
F
Ha
a
G
b
{y}XG
y
H
C  FG,H
We let  denote the equivalence relation on trees generated by
the above operation, and we let rF s denote the equivalence class of
the tree F . Thus rF s  rF 1s if and only if there is a sequence of
trees F  F0, F1, . . . , FN  F
1, and there are subtrees Gj  Fj , and
Hj,a  Fj (for a P BGj), and isomorphisms σj,a : Hj,a

Ñ Hj, such
that Fj 1  C
σj
Gj ,Hj
Fj . Note that there is a canonical identification
BF  BpCσG,HF q, and hence if rF s  rF
1
s then BF  BF 1.
We can now return to our non-example ∆, and redefine ∆X as
the collection of isomorphism classes of data
 
rF1s; trF¯xsu; σ

, where
the trees F1, and F¯x, are taken up to equivalence. It is easy to check
that the operations of multiplication (2.5.5), and contraction (2.5.7),
are well defined, and satisfy all our axioms (including commutativity
(1.11.1) but not self-adjunction (1.8.8)), and we have a (commutative
but non self adjoint) generalized ring ∆ P GR.
Note that for f P F

pX, Y qwe have 1f  pt0yuyPfpxq; t0xuxPDpfq; σyp0yq 
0f1pyqq, and the structure of ∆ as a functor is given by
(2.5.12)
 
rF1s; trF¯xsuxPX ; σ

 1f t 
 
prF1s; trF¯xsu; σq, 1f




rF1|σ1p
²
xPDpfq
BFxqs; trF¯f1pyqsuyPfpXq; σ


Note that ∆ is non self-adjoint and the involution is non-trivial on
∆
r1s, we have:
prF1s; rF¯1s; σq
t
 prF¯1s; rF1s; σ
1
q
Note that forX P F

, we have the element δX  prt0u>Xs; tr0xsuxPX ; σq P
∆X , where t0u > X is a tree via SpXq  0, and σ : X

Ñ
²
xPX
t0xu
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is the obvious map. These elements generate ∆, and they satisfy
δX  1f t  δfpXq P ∆fpXq  ∆Y .
For any commutative generalized ring A, we have a natural bijec-
tion,
(2.5.13)
GRp∆, Aq  ta  paXq P
¹
XPF
AX , aX  1f t  afpXq, all f P FpX, Y qu
ϕ ÞÑ pϕpδXqq
ϕpaq Þ a
To define the homomorphism ϕpaq it is useful to have the following
convention. For a tree F , with height h  htpF q  maxthtpbq, b P F u,
form the tree
(2.5.14) F T  F >
º
bPBF
tpb, jq, htpbq   j ¤ hu
with
Spxq  SF pxq forx P F,
Spb, jq  pb, j  1q for b P BF, htpbq   1   j ¤ h,
Spb, htpbq   1q  b
The tree F T is of constant height.
htpbq  h for all b P BF T ,
and it can be viewed as a sequence of maps
(2.5.15) F Th
Sh
Ñ F Tn1 Ñ    Ñ F
T
1
S1
Ñ F T0  t0F u
F Tj  tb P F
T , htpbq  ju,Sj  S|FTj
with fibers over y P F Tj ,
(2.5.16) S1j 1py0q 
"
S1F pbq y  b P F zBF,
tpb, j   1qu y  pb, jq
With our element a  paXq, we get elements a
pyq
Sj 1
P ASj 1 
±
yPFTj
AS1j 1pyq
,
by
(2.5.17) a
pyq
Sj 1

"
a
S
1
F
pbq y  b P F zBF,
1 y  pb, jq,
hence a well-defined element
(2.5.18) a
rF s  aS1  aS2      aSh P ABF
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Note that since A is assumed to be commutative, equivalent trees
give the same element of A. Given the forest of trees over X , trFxs, x P
Xu, we have similarly a sequence of maps
(2.5.19) F Th
Sh
Ñ F Th1 Ñ    Ñ F
T
1
S1
Ñ X with h  maxthtpFxq, x P Xu
With our element a  paXq we have similarly a well defined element
(2.5.20) a
trFxsu  aS1      aSh P Aπ 
¹
xPX
A
BFx
with
pi  S1      Sh : F
T
h 
º
xPX
BFx Ñ X
The homomorphism ϕpaq : ∆Ñ A is given by
(2.5.21) ϕpaq
 
rF1s; trF¯xsu; σ


 
a
rF1s  1σt , atrF¯xsu

P AX
That ϕ carries the operations (2.5.5), (2.5.7) into the operation of mul-
tiplication and contraction in A, follows from the formulas (1.12.11) ,
(1.12.12).
Note that the inclusion of the set (2.2.16) in the set (2.5.13), cor-
respond to the cannonical homomorphism pi P GRp∆,GpNqq,
(2.5.22) piX : ∆X Ñ GpNqX  N
X
piXprF1s; trF¯xsu; σqx0  7BF¯x0
Finally we remark that the equivalnece relation on trees generated
by the commutativity operation (2.5.10), is generated by the simpler
transposition operation: given a tree F , and b P F , and for each
a P S1F pbq a bijection σa : S
1
F paq

Ñ rns, we can form the transposed
tree
(2.5.23) Cσb F  pF zS
1
F pbqq > rns
with
Scσ
b
F pxq  SF pxq for x P F zpS
1
F pbq > S
2
F pbqq,
 σSF pxqpxq P rns, for x P S
2
F pbq,
 b, for x P rns
The transposition (2.5.23) is a special case of the commutation (2.5.10),
but each commutation is obtained by a sequence of transpositions. It
follows that every tree is equivalent to a unique reduced tree, where F
is reduced if for all b P F , either ν|S1pbq is non-constant (i.e. there are
a1, a2 P S
1
pbq with νpa1q  νpa2q), or it is constant ub  νpaq, any
a P S1pbq, but then ub ¥ νpbq. The reduced trees are characterized,
within their equivalence classes, as those trees having the least number
of elements.
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2.6 Free generalized ring ∆W
Fix W P F

. We say that a tree F is W -labeled, if we are given for all
b P F an injection
(2.6.1) µb  µ
F
b : S
1
F pbq ãÑW
We view µ as a map µ : F zt0F u Ñ W , µpbq  µSpbqpbq. We can give
the commutation operation forW -labeled trees ananlogous to (2.5.10)
(the isomrphisms σa there, have to respect the labeling), we give only
the simpler transpositions.
Given a W -labeled tree F , and b P F such that for all a P S1F pbq
we have µpS1paqq W0  W we can form the transposed tree
(2.6.2) CbF  pF zS
1
F pbqq
º
W0
with
SCbF pxq  SF pxq for x P F zpS
1
F pbq
²
S2F pbqq,
 µpxq P W0 for x P S
2
F pbq,
 b for x P W0
Note that CbF is again W -labeled by
(2.6.3) µCbFb  idW0 : S
1
CbF
pbq W0 ãÑ W
µCbFw0 : S
1
CbF
pw0q
SF
Ñ
 S1F pbq
µF
b
ãÑ W, forw0 P W0
µCbFx  µ
F
x forx P F zptbu
º
S1b pbqq
Note that we have a natural identification BpCbF q  BF . We write
now rF sW for the equivalence class of the W -labeled tree F ; we have
rF sW  rF
1
sW if and only if there is a sequence of W -labeled trees
F  F0, F1, . . . , FN  F
1, and elements bj P Fj , such that for all
a P S1Fj pbjq, µ
Fj
pS1paqq  Wj, and Fj 1  CbjFj .
Note that the operations of multiplication (2.5.5), and contraction
(2.5.7), when appplied to trees equipped with W -labeling, yield trees
with natural W -labeling. Moreover, these operations descend to op-
erations on equivalence classes of W -labeled trees. We get in this way
a commutative generalized ring ∆W ,
(2.6.4)
∆WX 
"
prF1sW ; trF¯xsW uxPX ; σq{ , F1, F¯x W -labeled trees ,
σ : BF1

Ñ
²
BF¯x bijection
*
The element δW  prt0u >W s; t0wuwPW ; σq P ∆
W
W generates ∆
W .
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For any commutative generalized ring A, we have a bijection
(2.6.5) GRp∆W , Aq  AW
ϕ ÞÑ ϕpδW q
ϕpaq Þ a
The homomorphism ϕpaq is given by (2.5.21), where for a W -labeled
tree F , with associated sequence of maps (2.5.15), the element a
rF sW 
aS1      aSh P ABF is given by
(2.6.6)
a
pyq
Sj 1

"
a  1µF
b
P A
S
1
F
pyq, for y P F zBF, phereµ
F
y P FpS
1
F pyq,W qq
1 for y  pb, jq
and similarly for the forest of W -labeled trees rFxsW , we get
a
trFxsW u P AΠ, Π :
º
xPX
BFx Ñ X
Fixing a finite family W1, . . . ,WN P F, we say that a tree F is
tWiu- labeled, if for all b P F zBF we are given jpbq P rNs, and an injec-
tion µb : S
1
F pbq ãÑWjpbq. Given such a tree F , and b P F such that for
all a P S1F pbq we have jpaq  j, and µapS
1
F paqq  W0  Wj , we can
form the transposed tree (2.6.2). This operation generates an equiv-
alence relation, and we write rF sWi for the equivalence class of the
tWiu-labeled tree F . Repeating the construction (2.6.4), with tWiu-
labeled trees, we get a commutative generalized ring ∆W1WN . The el-
ements δWi  prt0u >Wis; t0wuwPWi; σq P ∆
W1WN
Wi
generate ∆W1WN ,
and we have for any commutative generalized ring A,
(2.6.7) GRp∆W1WN , Aq  AW1      AWN
ϕ ÞÑ
 
ϕpδW1q, . . . , ϕpδWN q

(i.e. ∆W1WN  ∆W1
Â
F
  
Â
F
∆WN ).
Given an injection j : W ãÑ W 1, every W -labeled tree F is natu-
rally W 1-labeled, and we have an injective homomorphism
(2.6.8)
∆j P GRp∆W ,∆W
1
q,∆jXprF1sW ; rF¯xsW ; σq  prF1sW 1; rF¯xsW 1; σq
It is dual via (2.6.5) to the map AW 1 ։ AW , a ÞÑ a  1j .
Converslely, if F is a W 1-labeled tree, and
(2.6.9) BF  tb P BF, µpS
n
pbqq P W forn  0, . . . , htpbq  1u
than the reduced tree F |BF , c.f. (2.5.2), is W -labeled. We have a
surjective homomorphism
(2.6.10) ∆j
t
P GRp∆W
1
,∆W q,
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∆j
t
XprF1sW 1; rF¯xsW 1; σq  prF1|BsW ; rF¯x|σpBqXBF¯xs; σ|Bq
withB  BF1 X σ
1
p
º
xPX
BF¯xq
It is dual to the map AW ãÑ AW 1, a ÞÑ a  1jt , and we have ∆
jt
∆j 
id∆W .
Given a map f P Set

pZ,W q, we have the element
(2.6.11)
δf  prt0u > fpZq >Dpfqs; tr0zsuzPDpfq; σ  idDpfqq P ∆
W,f1pwq
Z 
 p∆W b
Â
wPW ∆
f1pwq
qZ
where the tree F  t0u>fpZq>Dpfq, has SF |Dpfq  f , SF pfpZqq  0,
and is labled by µ0 : fpZq ãÑW , and µw  idf1pwq for w P fpZq. This
element gives a homomorphism of generalized rings, co-multiplication,
(2.6.12) ∆f
0
P GRp∆Z ,∆W,f
1
pwq
q
which is dual to multiplication AW 
±
wPW
Af1pwq Ñ AZ . On the other
hand we have the element
(2.6.13)
εf  prt0u >Dpfqs; trt0u > f1pwqsuwPfpZq; σ  idDpfqq P ∆
Z,f1pwq
W 
 p∆Z b
Â
wPW ∆
f1pwq
qW
giving rise to a homomorphism of generalized rings, co-contraction,
(2.6.14) ∆f
p , q
P GRp∆W ,∆Z,f
1
pwq
q
which is dual to contraction AZ 
±
wPW
Af1pwq Ñ AW .
The functor ∆ : F

Ñ GRC , with its structure (of co-multiplication,
co-contraction, and co-unit) is thus a co-generalized-ring-object in
the tensor category pGRC ,
Â
F
q, i.e. the dual of our axioms are sat-
isfied. (Just as the polynomial ring ZrXs, with co-multiplication
∆

pXq  X b X , and co-addition ∆
 
pXq  X b 1   1 b X , is a
co-ring object in the tensor category of (commutative) rings and
Â
Z
).
Example: Taking forW  r1s, the unit set, a r1s-labeled-tree is just
a ”ladder” tx0, x1, . . . , xnu, Spxjq  xj1, and is determined by its
length n. Thus the element F  prF1s; rF¯xs; σq P ∆
r1s
X , is determined
by the length of n of F1, the point x P X such that F¯x  0, and
the length m of F¯x. We write F  px, z
n
 pztqmq, and we have an
isomorphism
(2.6.16) ∆r1s

ÝÑ FrzN  pztqNs
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with the generalized ring associated with the free monoid on one ele-
ment, M  zN  pztqN Y t0u.
The self-adjoint quotient ∆
r1s
 
of ∆r1s, representing the functor
(2.6.17) GR C ÑMon
 , A ÞÑ GR Cp∆
r1s
 
, Aq  A
r1s
is isomorphic to the generalized ring associated with the free self-
adjoint monoid on one element M  zN Y t0u,
(2.6.18) ∆
r1s
 

ÝÑ FrzNs
2.7 Limits
Given a partially ordered set I, a functor A P pGRqI is given by
objects Apiq P GR for i P I, and homomorphism ϕi,j : A
pjq
Ñ Apiq for
i ¤ j, i, j P I, such that ϕi,j ϕj,k  ϕi,k for i ¤ j ¤ k, and ϕii  idApiq.
The inverse limit of A exists, and can be computed in Set0. We put
(2.7.1) plim
Ý
I
ApiqqX  ta  pa
piq
q P
¹
iPI
A
piq
X , ϕi,jpajq  aifor all i ¤ ju
With the operations of componentwise multiplication and contraction
lim
Ý
Apiq is a generalized-ring (sub-ring of
±
iPI
Apiq). We have the univer-
sal property
(2.7.2) GRpB, lim
Ý
I
Apiqq  lim
Ý
I
GRpB,Apiqq 
 tpψiq P
¹
I
GRpB,Apiqq, ϕi,j  ψj  ψi for i ¤ ju
If the set I is directed (for j1, j2 P I there is i P I with i ¤ j1, j2)
the direct limit of A exists, and can be comoputed in Set0. We have
(2.7.3) plim
ÝÑ
I
ApiqqX  lim
ÝÑ
I
A
piq
X  p
º
iPI
A
piq
X q{ta  ϕi,jpaqu
There are well defined operations of multiplication and contraction
making lim
ÝÑ
I
Apiq into a generalized ring. We have the universal property
(2.7.4) GRplim
ÝÑ
I
Apiq, Bq  lim
Ý
I
GRpApiq, Bq 
 tpψiq P
¹
I
GRpApiq, Bq, ψi  ϕi,j  ψj for i ¤ ju
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Chapter 3
Ideals
3.1 Equivalence ideals
(3.1.1) Definition: For A P GR an equivalence ideal a is a collection
of subsets aX  AX  AX , such that aX is an equivalence relation on
AX , (we write a  a
1 for pa, a1q P aX ; and for a  payq, a
1
 pa1yq P Af ,
we write a  a1 for pay, a
1
yq P af1pyq for all y P Y ), and a respects the
operations: if a  a1 than for all b P A,
(3.1.2)
a  b  a1  b, b  a  b  a1
pa, bq  pa1, bq, pb, aq  pb, a1q
(whenever these operations are defined.)
We let eqpAq denote the set of equivalence ideals of A.
For a P eqpAq we can form the quotient A{a, with
(3.1.3) pA{aqX  AX{aX  aX -equivalence classes inAX
There is a natural surjection piX : AX Ñ AX{aX , and there is a unique
structure of generalized rings on A{a such that pi P GRpA,A{aq.
(3.1.4) Definition For ϕ P GRpA,A1q, we let
KERpϕqX  tpa1, a2q P AX  AX , ϕpa1q  ϕXpa2qu
KERpϕq is an equivalence ideal.
(3.1.5) We have the universal property of the quotient
GRpA{a, A1q  tϕ P GRpA,A1q, KERpϕq  au
(3.1.6) Every homomorphism ϕ P GRpA,A1q has a
canonical factorization
ϕ  j  ϕ˜  pi
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A
ϕ
> A1
A{KERpϕq
pi
_
_
rϕ

> ϕpAq
j
Y
^
with pi surjection, j injection, and ϕ˜ an isomorphism.
3.2 Ideals
(3.2.1) Definition : For A P GR, an ideal a is a collection of subsets
aX  AX , with 0X P aX , and with A  a, a A, pA, aq, pa, Aq  a. We
let ilpAq denote the set of ideals of A.
For a P eqpAq, we have the associated ideal Zpaq:
(3.2.2) ZpaqX  ta P AX , pa, 0Xq P aXu
For a P ilpAq, we have the equivalence ideal Epaq generated by a, it is
the intersection of all equivalence ideals containing pa, 0q for all a P a.
These give a Galois correspondence:
(3.2.3) ilpAq
E
ÝÑ
Ý
Z
eqpAq
It is monotone,
(3.2.4)
a1  a2 ñ Epa1q  Epa2q
a1  a2 ñ Zpa1q  Zpa2q
and we have
(3.2.5) a  ZEpaq , EZpaq  a
It follows that we have
(3.2.6) ZEZpaq  Zpaq , Epaq  EZEpaq,
and the maps E, Z induce inverse bijections
(3.2.7) E-ilpAq

Ñ Z-eqpAq
with
(3.2.8) E-ilpAq  ta P ilpAq, a  ZEpaqu  tZpaq, a P eqpAqu,
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the stable ideals, and
(3.2.9) Z-eqpAq  ta P eqpAq, a  EZpaqu  tEpaq, a P ilpAqu
Let a P ilpAq, and let a  paXq be defined by
(3.2.10) aX 

$
'
'
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
'
'
%
pa, a1q P AX  AX , there exists a path a  a1, a2, . . . , an  a
1,
with taj , aj 1u of the form either tpdj  cj, bjq, pdj  c¯j, bjqu,
or tpdj, bj  cjq, pdj, bj  c¯jqu with dj P AYj , bj P Afj ,
fj P SetpZj, Xq, cj, c¯j P Agj , gj P SetpZj, Yjq or resp.
gj P SetpYj, Zjq and with c
pzq
j  c¯
pzq
j , or c
pzq
j , c¯
pzq
j P a,
for all z P Yjpresp. z P Zjq
,
/
/
/
/
/
.
/
/
/
/
/
-
(3.2.11) Claim: Epaq  a
Proof: It is clear that aX is an equivalence relation on AX , and
that aX  EpaqX , and we need to show that a respects the operations
(3.1.2). If pa, a1q P a, so there is a path a  a1, . . . , an  a
1 as in
(3.2.10), then h  aj (resp. aj  h, ph, ajq, paj , hq) is a path, showing
ph  a, h  a1q (resp. pa  h, a1  hq, pph, aq, ph, a1qq, ppa, hq, pa1, hqqq) is in
a. This follows from the identities
(3.2.12)
h  pd  c, bq  pph  dq  c, bq , h  pd, b  cq  ph  d, b  cq
resp. pd  c, bq  h  pd  pc  h˜q, b˜q , pd, b  cq  h  pd  h˜, b˜  c˜q
ph, pd  c, bqq  ph  b, d  cq , ph, pd, b  cqq  pph  bq  c, dq
ppd  c, bq, hq  pd  c, h  bq , ppd, b  cq, hq  pd, ph  bq  cq
It follows that a P E-ilpAq, a  ZEpaq, if and only if for all b, d, c, c¯
as in (3.2.10),
(3.2.13)
pd  c, bq P a pd  c¯, bq P a
and pd, b  cq P a pd, b  c¯q P a
3.3 Operations on ideals
The intersection of ideals is an ideal,
(3.3.1) ai P ilpAq ñ
£
i
ai P ilpAq
Given a collection B  tBX  AXu, the ideal generated by B will
be denoted by tBuA, it is the intersection of all ideals containing B.
If B satisfies B A  B, it can be described explicitly as
(3.3.2) tBuA,X 
36
 ta P AX , a  pd  c, bq or a  pd, b  cq for some d P AY , b P Af ,
f P Set

pZ,Xq, c P Ag, g P SetpZ, Y q,
or resp. g P Set

pY, Zq
and with c  pcpzqq, cpzq P Bg1pzq for all z P Y presp. z P Zq
(
It is clear that the set described in (3.3.2), contains BX , and is
contained in tBuA,X , and we only have to check that it is an ideal -
this follows from the identities (3.2.12).
In particular, for ai P ilpAq, we can take B 

i
ai, and we obtain
the smallest ideal containing all the ai’s.
(3.3.3)
¸
i
ai 
#
¤
i
ai
+
A
Thus ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element the zero ideal
0  t0Xu, and maximal element the unit ideal t1uA  tAXu.
Note that for arbitrary B we can similarly describe the ideal it
generates as
(3.3.4) tBuA,X 

 
a P AX , a  pd  c  e, bq or a  pd, b  c  eq,with c
pzq
P B for all z
(
Note that for a subset B  A
r1s, we have
(3.3.5) tBuA,X  ta P AX , a  pd, b  cq, d P AY , b P Af ,
f P Set

pY,Xq, c  pcpyqq P AidY  pAr1sq
Y , cpyq P B YBt
(
We do not need the e’s in (3.3.4) because we have commutativity
c  e  e  c˜, c.f. (1.10.3), and we do not need the two shapes of
(3.3.2) because the pA
r1sq
Y -action is self-adjoint pd, b  cq  pd  ct, bq,
c.f. (1.10.6).
3.4 Homogeneous ideals
An ideal a P ilpAq is called homogeneous if it is generated by a
r1s. The
subset a
r1s  Ar1s satisfies for all X P F,
(3.4.1)
 
AX , AX  par1sq
X

 a
r1s
Conversly, if a subset a
r1s  Ar1s satisfies (3.4.1), then a
t
r1s
 a
r1s
(because for a P a
r1s, a
t
 p1, 1  aq P a
r1s), and ar1s  Ar1s  ar1s
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(because for a P a
r1s, b P Ar1s, a  b  pb, 1  a
t
q P a
r1s). Moreover, the
ideal b generated by a
r1s, has
(3.4.2) bX 
¤
fPSet

pY,Xq
 
AY , Af  pa
r1sq
Y

and in particular b
r1s  ar1s. Thus we identify the set of homogeneous
ideals with the collection of subsets a
r1s  Ar1s satisfying (3.4.1), and
we denote this set by r1s-ilpAq,
(3.4.3) r1s-ilpAq  ta  A
r1s, pAX , AX  paq
X
q  au
The set r1s-ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element t0u,
maximal element t1uA  Ar1s. For ai P r1s-ilpAq, we have

i
ai P
r1s-ilpAq, and
°
i
ai P r1s-ilpAq, where
(3.4.4)
¸
i
ai 

#
a P A
r1s, a  pb, d  cq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P p
¤
i
aiq
X
 AidX , X P F
+
Note that the homogeneous ideal generated by elements ai P Ar1s,
i P I, can be described as
(3.4.5) taiuA 

 
a P A
r1s, a  pb, d  cq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P AidX , c
pxq
 aipxq
or cpxq  atipxqfor x P X
(
We have also the operation of multiplication of homogeneous ideals.
For a1, a2 P r1s-ilpAq, we let a1  a2 denote the homogeneous ideal
generated by the product a1  a2  ta1  a2, ai P aiu.
Thus
(3.4.6) a1  a2 

 
a P A
r1s, a  pb, d  cq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P pa1  a2q
X
 AidX
(
This operation is associative, we have for a1, a2, a3 P r1s-ilpAq,
(3.4.7) pa1  a2q  a3  a1  a2  a3  a1  pa2  a3q
with a1  a2  a3 

 
a P A
r1s, a  pb, d  cq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P pa1  a2  a3q
X
 AidX
(
(use pb, d  a1  a2q  a3  pb, d  a1  a2  a˜
t
3
q and a1  pb, d  a2  a3q 
pb, d  a2  a3  a˜
t
1
q).
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The multiplication of homogeneous ideals is clearly commutative,
a1  a2  a2  a1, has unit element t1uA  A
r1s, a  t1u  a, and has
zero element t0u, a  t0u  t0u. Thus r1s-ilpAq PMon .
For a homomorphism ϕ P GRpA,Bq, and for b P ilpBq, (resp.
b P r1s-ilpBq), its inverse image ϕpbqX  ϕ
1
X pbXq, (resp. ϕ

r1s
pbq 
ϕ1
r1s
pbq  A
r1s) is clearly a (resp. homogeneous) ideal of A. For
a P ilpAq, (resp. r1s-ilpAq) let ϕ

paq  B denote the (homogeneous)
ideal generated by the image ϕpaq (resp. ϕ
r1spaq). We have Galois
correspondences
(3.4.8) r1s-ilpAq
ϕ
r1s
Ý
ÝÑ
ϕ
r1s
r1s-ilpBq and ilpAq
ϕ
Ý
ÝÑ
ϕ

ilpBq
The maps ϕ, ϕ

are monotone, and satisfy
(3.4.9) a  ϕϕ

paq, ϕ

ϕpbq  b
It follows that we have
(3.4.10) ϕ

paq  ϕ

ϕϕ

paq , ϕpbq  ϕϕ

ϕpbq
and ϕ, ϕ

induce inverse bijections,
ta P r1s-ilpAq, a  ϕϕ

paqu 
 tϕpbq, b P r1s-ilpBqu

Ñ tϕ

paq, a P r1s-ilpAqu 
 tb P r1s-ilpBq, b  ϕ

ϕpbqu
and similarly with ilpAq and ilpBq.
(3.4.11) Definition: For an equivalence ideal ε P eqpAq, and for an
ideal or a homogeneous ideal a, we say a is ε-stable if for all pa, a1q P
ε : a P a  a1 P a. We denote by ilpAqε (resp. r1s-ilpAqε) the set of
ε-stable (homogeneous) ideals.
Letting piε : A ։ A{ε denote the canonical homomorphism, we
have bijections
(3.4.12)
ilpAqε

Ñ ilpA{εq and r1s-ilpAqε

Ñ r1s-ilpA{εq
a ÞÑ piεpaq
pi1ε pbq Þ b
(3.4.12) Definition: For an (resp. homogeneous) ideal a, we say a is
stable if it is Epaq-stable. We denote by E-ilpAq, (resp. Er1s-ilpAq),
the set of stable (homogeneous) ideals. Note that by the explicit de-
scription of Epaq in (3.2.10), a subset a  A
r1s is a stable homogeneous
ideal if and only if
(3.4.13) for X, Y P F

, b, d P AX`Y , c, c¯ P pA
r1sq
X`Y ,
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with cpxq  c¯pxqfor x P Xand cpyq, c¯pyq P afor y P Y,
have : pb, d  cq P a pb, d  c¯q P a
(taking X  r0s, c¯pyq  0, we see that this condition includes a
being a homogeneous ideal).
3.5 h-ideals
(3.6.1) Definition: For A P GR, a subset a  A
r1s will be called
h-ideal if for all X P F

, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P paqX  AidX , we have
(3.5.2) pb  c, dq P a
We denote by h-ilpAq the set of h-ideals of A.
Comparing with the definition of homogeneous ideals (3.4.3), we
have
(3.5.3) r1s-ilpAq  ta P h-ilpAq, a  atu
The set h-ilpAq is a complete lattice, with minimal element p0q, max-
imal element p1q  A
r1s. For ai P h-ilpAq, we have

i
ai P h-ilpAq, and
°
i
ai P h-ilpAq, where (c.f. (3.4.4))
(3.5.4)
¸
i
ai 
#
a P A
r1s, a  pb  c, dq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P p
¤
i
aiq
X
 AidX
+
Note that the h-ideal generated by elements ai P A
r1s, i P I, can be
described as (c.f. (3.4.5))
paiqA 
 
a P A
r1s, a  pb  c, dq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P taiu
X
 AidX
(
In particular, for a P A
r1s the principal h-ideal generated by a is just
(3.5.5) paqA  a  Ar1s
Indeed, if cpxq  a  ex, ex P Ar1s for x P X , than for b, d P AX ,
pb  c, dq  a  pb  e, dq P a  A
r1s
(while the homogeneous ideal generated by a is the h-ideal generated
by a and at, c.f. (3.4.5) for tauA).
We have multiplication of h-ideals, for a1, a2 P h-ilpAq,
(3.5.6) a1  a2 
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 
a P A
r1s, a  pb  c, dq, b, d P AX , c  pc
pxq
q P pa1  a2q
X
 AidX
(
It is associative,
(3.5.7) pa1  a2q  a3  a1  a2  a3  a1  pa2  a3q
with a1  a2  a3 
 
a P A
r1s, a  pb  c, dq, b, d P AX ,
c  pcpxqq P pa1  a2  a3q
X
 AidX
(
(Use now: pba1a2, dqa3  pba1a2a˜3, dq, and a1pba2a3, dq 
pb  a˜1  a2  a3, dq).
It is clearly commutative, a1  a2  a2  a1; has unit p1q, a  p1q  a;
has zero p0q, a  p0q  p0q.
We can also divide h-ideals. For a0, a1 P h-ilpAq, we let
(3.5.8) pa0 : a1q  tc P A
r1s, c  a1  a0u
This is an h-ideal, pa0 : a1q P h-ilpAq. Indeed, for c
pxq
P pa0 : a1q, and
for any b, d P AX , and any a1 P a1, we have
pb  pcpxqq, dq  a1  pb  pc
pxq
 a1q, dq P a0
and so pb  pcpxqq, dq P pa0 : a1q.
For elements m1, m2 P AX , we have their annihilator
(3.5.9) annApm1, m2q  ta P Ar1s, a m1  a m2u
This is an h-ideal, annApm1, m2q P h-ilpAq. Indeed for c
pyq
P annApm1, m2q,
and for any b, d P AY we have
pbpcpyqq, dqm1  pbpc
pyq
m1q, d˜q  pbpc
pyq
m2q, d˜q  pbpc
pyq
q, dqm2
and so pb  pcpyqq, dq P annApm1, m2q
Let ϕ P GRpA,Bq. For an h-ideal b P h-ilpBq, its inverse image
ϕpbq  ϕ1
r1s
pbq  A
r1s is clearly an h-ideal of A. For an h-ideal
a P h-ilpAq, we let ϕ

paq  B
r1s denote the h-ideal generated by the
image ϕ
r1spaq, ϕpaq  lim
Ñ
X
pBX  pϕ
r1spaqq
X , BXq.
We have a Galois correspondence
(3.5.10) h-ilpAq
ϕ
Ý
ÝÑ
ϕ

h-ilpBq
The maps ϕ, ϕ

are monotone, and satisfy
(3.5.11) a  ϕϕ

paq , ϕ

ϕpbq  b
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It follows that we have
(3.5.12) ϕ

paq  ϕ

ϕϕ

paq , ϕpbq  ϕϕ

ϕpbq
and ϕ, ϕ

induce inverse bijections,
(3.5.13) ta P h-ilpAq, a  ϕϕ

paqu 
 tϕpbq, b P h-ilpBqu

Ñ tϕ

paq, a P h-ilpAqu 
 tb P h-ilpBq, b  ϕ

ϕϕ

pbqu
In summary, for a general A P GR, we have defined the sets
(3.5.14)
h-ilpAq  r1s-ilpAq  ilpAq eqpAq
|

|

|

E-r1s-ilpAq  E-ilpAq

Ø Z-eqpAq
For a self adjoint A P GR  we have equality h-ilpAq  r1s-ilpAq.
It is easy to check that for A  GpBq, B a commutative ring, all the
inclusions in (3.5.14) are equalities, and are identified with the set of
ideals of B.
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Chapter 4
Primes and Spectra
4.1 Maximal ideals and primes
We say that an equivalence ideal ε P eqpAq is proper if p1, 0q R ε,
or equivalently εX  AX  AX for some/all X P F, or equivalently
A{ε  0. We say that an ideal, or an h-ideal, a is proper if 1 R a, or
equivalently a
r1s  Ar1s. Since a union of a chain of proper h-ideals is
again a proper h-ideal, an application of Zorn’s lemma gives
(4.1.1) Proposition: For A P GR, there exists maximal proper h-
ideal.
We let MaxpAq  h-ilpAq denote the set of maximal ideals.
(4.1.2) Definition: A (proper) h-ideal p P h-ilpAq is called prime if
A
r1szp is closed with respect to multiplication, i.e. if for all a, b P Ar1s,
a  b P p implies a P p or b P p
We let specpAq  h-ilpAq denote the set of primes of A.
(4.1.3) Proposition: MaxpAq  specpAq.
Proof: Let p P MaxpAq, and take any elements a, a1 P A
r1szp. Since
p is maximal, the h-ideals pp, aqA and pp, a
1
qA are the unit ideal. We
have therefore 1  pb  c, dq, and 1  pb1  c1, d1q, with b, d P AX ,
b1, d1 P AX1 , c P pp Y tauq
X , c1 P ppY ta1uqX
1
.
Thus we have
1  11  pbc, dqpb1c1, d1q  pbcrb1 rc1, d1 rdq  pbrb1rcrc1, d1 rdq
But rc  rc1 P pppY tauq  ppY ta1uqqX
±
X1
 ppY ta  a1uqX
±
X1 , and so
1 P pp, a  a1qA, hence a  a
1
R p.
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4.2 The Zariski topology
The closed sets in specpAq are defined to be the set of the form
(4.2.1) V paq  tp P specpAq, p  au,
with a  A
r1s, which we may take to be an h-ideal a P ilpAq.
We have
p4.2.2q piq V p
°
i
aiq 

i
V paiq,
piiq V pa  a1q  V paq Y V pa1q,
piiiq V p0q  specpAq , V p1q  H
This shows the sets V paq define a topology on specpAq, the Zariski
topology.
For a subset C  specpAq, we have the h-ideal,
(4.2.3) IpCq 
£
pPI
p
We have a Galois corrspondence,
(4.2.4) h-ilpAq
V
ÝÑ
Ý
I
tC  specpAqu
The maps V , I are monotone
(4.2.5)
a1  a2 ñ V pa1q  V pa2q
C1  C2 ñ IpC1q  IpC2q
and we have
(4.2.6) a  IV paq , C  V IpCq
It follows that we have
(4.2.7) V paq  V IV paq and IpCq  IV IpCq
and the maps V , I induce inverse bijections
(4.2.8) ta P h-ilpAq, a  IV paqu 
 tIpCq, C  specpAqu

Ñ tC  specpAq, C  V IpCqu 
 tV paq, a P h-ilpAqu
(4.2.9) Lemma: For a P h-ilpAq, we have
IV paq  ta P A
r1s, a
n
P a for somen ¡ 0u
def

?
a
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Proof: If a P
?
a, say an P a, then for all p  a, a P p, and so
?
a 

ap
p  IV paq.
Assume a R
?
a, so an R a for all n. An application of Zorn’s lemma
gives that there exists a maximal element p in the set
(4.2.10) tb P h-ilpAq, b  a, an R b for allnu
We claim p is prime. If x, x1 P A
r1szp, then the h-ideals pp, xqA, pp, x
1
qA
properly contain p, and by maximality of p in the set (4.2.10), we must
have an P pp, xqA, a
n1
P pp, x1qA, for some n, n
1. We get
an n
1
 an  an
1
 pb  c, dq  pb1  c1, d1q  pb  rb1  rc  rc1, d1  rdq
with b, d P AX , b
1, d1 P AX1 , c P pp Y txuq
X , c1 P ppY tx1uqX
1
.
But rcrc1 P ppp Y txuq  ppY tx1uqqX
±
X1
 pp Y tx  x1uqX
±
X , and
since an n
1
R p, we must have x  x1 R p; and p is indeed prime. Now
p  a, and a R p, so a R

ap
p  IV paq.
(4.2.11) Lemma: For a subset C  specpAq, V IpCq  C¯ the closure
of C.
Proof: We have C  V IpCq, and V IpCq is closed. If C  V paq,
where we may assume a 
?
a, then V IpCq  V IV paq  V paq, and so
V IpCq 
£
CV paq
V paq  C¯
We can restate the bijection (4.2.8), as a bijection between the
radical h-ideals and the closed subsets of specpAq,
(4.2.12) ta P h-ilpAq, a 
?
au

Ñ tC  specpAq, C  C¯u
4.3 Basic open sets
A basis for the open sets of specpAq is given by the basic open sets,
these are defined for a P A
r1s by
(4.3.1) Da  specpAqzV paq  tp P specpAq, a R pu
We have,
(4.3.2)
Da1 XDa2  Da1a2
D1  specpAq , D0  H
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That every open set is the union of basic open sets, is shown by
(4.3.3) specpAqzV paq 
¤
aPa
Da
Note that we have,
(4.3.4) Da  specpAq  a  A
r1s  tauA  p1q
 there exists a (unique) a1 P A
r1s, a  a
1
 1
We say that such a is invertible, and we let A denote the set of in-
vertible elements. Note that A is an abelian group (with involution),
and A ÞÑ A is a functor GRÑ Ab (=abelian groups).
Note that we have,
(4.3.5) Da  H  a P
£
pPspecpAq
p 
?
0
 there exists n ¡ 0with an  0
We say that such a is nilpotent.
(4.3.6) Lemma: Let a 
?
a P h-ilpAq be a radical h-ideal. Then
V paq is irreducible  a is prime
Proof: pðq: If a is prime, V paq  V Itau  tau is the closure of a
point, hence irreducible.
pñq: For any a P A
r1s, we have
(4.3.7) V paq XDa  H Dp P specpAq, p  a, p S a
 a R
£
ap
p 
?
a  a
Hence for any basic open sets Da, Db, a, b P Ar1s, we have
V paq XDa  H andV paq XDb  H  a R a and b R a
If V paq is irreducible this implies
H  V paq XDa XDb  V paq XDab  a  b R a
Thus the bijection (4.2.12) induces a bijection
(4.3.8)
specpAq

Ñ tC  specpAq, C  C¯ closed and irreducibleu
p ÞÑ V ppq  tpu
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and the space specpAq is a Sober space (or a Zariski space): every
closed irreducible subset has a unique generic point.
(4.3.9) Proposition: For a P A
r1s, the basic open set Da is compact.
In particular, D1  specpAq is compact.
Proof: We have to show that in every covering of Da by basic
open sets Dgi, there is always a finite subcovering. We have
(4.3.10)
Da 

i
Dgi  V paq 

i
V pgiq  V p
°
i
gi  Ar1sq

a
tauA  IV paq  IV

°
i
gi  Ar1s



b
°
i
gi  Ar1s
 for somen, an P
°
i
gi Ar1s
 for somen,X P F

, b, d, P AX , a
n
 pb  c, dq,
with c  pcpxqq P ptgiuq
X
Thus cpxq  gipxq, and going backwards in the above equivalences we
get Da 

xPX
Dgipxq, a finite subcovering.
4.4 Functoriality
For a homomorphism of general rings ϕ P GRpA,Bq, the pull-back of
a prime is a prime, and we have a map
(4.4.1)
ϕ  specpϕq : specpBq Ñ specpAq
q ÞÑ ϕpqq  ϕ1
r1s
pqq
The inverse image under ϕ of a closed set is closed, we have
(4.4.2) ϕ1pVApaqq  tq P specpBq, ϕ
1
r1s
pqq  au 
 tq P specpBq, q  ϕ
r1spaqu  VBpϕr1spaqq
Also the inverse image under ϕ of a basic open set is a basic open
set, we have
(4.4.3) ϕ1pDaq  tq P specpBq, ϕ
1
r1s
pqq S au 
 tq P specpBq, ϕ
r1spaq R qu  Dϕ
r1spaq
Thus the map ϕ  specpϕq is continuous, and we see that spec is a
contravariant functor from GR to the caegory Top, whose objects are
(compact, sober) topological spaces, and continuous maps,
(4.4.4) spec : pGRqop Ñ Top
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(4.4.5) Lemma: For ϕ P GRpA,Bq, and for b P h-ilpBq, we have
VApϕ
1
r1s
pbqq  ϕpVBpbqq
Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that b 
?
b
is radical (noting that
b
ϕ1
r1s
pbq  ϕ1
r1s
p
?
bq). Put a  IϕpV pbqq, so
that V paq  ϕpV pbqq by (4.2.11).
We have for any a P A
r1s,
a P a  a P p, for every prime p P ϕpV pbqq
 a P ϕpqq  ϕ1
r1s
pqq, for every prime q P V pbq
 ϕ
r1spaq P

bq
q 
?
b  b
 a P ϕ1
r1s
pbq
Thus a  ϕ1
r1s
pbq, and the lemma is proved.
4.5 The stable spectrum
In this section assume A P GR  is self-adjoint.
An application of Zorn’s lemma, noting that 0 P E-r1s-ilpAq, and
that for a chain ai P E-r1s-ilpAq also the union is stable,

ai P
E-r1s-ilpAq, gives
(4.5.1) Proposition: There exists maximal proper stable h-ideals.
More generally, for a stable h-ideal a P E-r1s-ilpAq, and for f P
A
r1s, such that f
n
R a for all n, an application of Zorn’s lemma gives
that there exists a maximal element m in the set
(4.5.2) tb P E-r1s-ilpAq, b  a, fn R b for allnu
(4.5.3) Claim: Such a maximal m is prime, m P SpecpAq.
Proof: For x P A
r1szm, the stable h-ideal generated by m and
x, ZEtm, xuA, properly contains m, hence contains some power f
n.
Therefore, there exists a path, fn  a1, a2, . . . , al  0, with taj , aj 1u
of the form tpb  c, dq, pb  c¯, dqu with
b, d P AXj`Yj`Zj , c, c¯ P
 
A
r1s
Xj`Yj`Zj
, cpxq  c¯pxq forx P Xj ,
cpyq, c¯pyq P m for y P Yj , c
pzq
 x, c¯pzq  0 for z P Zj
For x1 P A
r1szm, there exists a similiar path f
n1
 a11, a
1
2, . . . , a
1
l  0,
with ta1j , a
1
j 1u of the form as above with x replaced by x
1. Assume m
is not prime and x  x1 P m. The path tx1  fn, x1  a2, . . . , x
1
 al  0u
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has the form tpb  rx1  c, dq, pb  rx1  c¯, dqu  tpb  e, dq, pb  e¯, dqu with
epxq  e¯pxq for x P Xj , and e
pyq, e¯pyq P m for y P Yj
²
Zj (because
x1  x P m), hence x1  fn is in ZEpmq  m (because m is stable).
The path tfn n
1
, fn  a1n, . . . , f
n
 a1l1  0u has the form
tpb1 fnc1, d1q, pb1 fn c¯1, d1qu, with pfnc1qpxq  pfn  c¯1qpxq for x P X 1j,
and pfn  c1qpyq, pfn  c¯1qpyq P m for y P Y 1j
²
Z 1j (because f
n
 x1 P m),
hence fn n
1
is in ZEpmq  m, contradiction.
(4.5.4) Corollary: For a stable h-ideal a P E-r1s-ilpAq, we have
?
a 
£
apPESpecpAq
p
the intersection taken over all the stable primes containing a.
We have ESpecpAq  specpAq, the subset of stable primes, and we
give it the induced Zariski topology. The closed sets are
(4.5.5) rV paq  V paq X ESpecpAq, a  A
r1s
Note that this set depends only on ZEpaq
r1s, and we may take a P
E-r1s-ilpAq. For a subset C  ESpecpAq, IpCq 

pPC
p is stable,
IpCq P E-r1s-ilpAq. The formulas, and lemmas, of (4.2) carry over to
the stable setting. We have a Galois correspondence
(4.5.6) E-r1s-ilpAq
rV
ÝÑ
Ý
I
tC  ESpecpAqu
inducing a bijection.
(4.5.7)
ta P E-r1s-ilpAq, a 
?
au

Ñ tC  ESpecpAq, C  C¯ closedu
A basis for the topology of ESpecpAq is given by the basic stable open
sets,
(4.5.8)
rDa  ESpecpAqzrV paq  tp P ESpecpAq, a R pu  Da
£
ESpecpAq
Note that we have
(4.5.9) rDa  ESpecpAq  ZEpa  Aq
r1s  Ar1s 
there exists a path 1  a1, a2, . . . , al  0, with taj , aj 1u of the form
tpbc, dq, pbc¯, dqu, with b, d P AXj`Yj , c, c¯ P
 
A
r1s
Xj`Yj , and cpxq  c¯pxq
for x P Xj , c
pyq
 a, c¯pyq  0 for y P Yj.
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We say that a is a unit, and we let Ap1q denote the set of units;
A  Ap1q  A
r1s.
Note that on the other hand,
(4.5.10)
rDa  H  a P
£
pPESpecpAq
p 
?
0 a is nilpotent  Da  H
Thus we have
(4.5.11) Proposition: ESpecpAq is dense in specpAq.
For a radical stable ideal, a 
?
a P E-r1s-ilpAq, and for a P A
r1s,
we have cf. (4.3.7),
(4.5.12) rV paq
£
rDa  H  Dp P ESpecpAq, p  a, p S a
 a R
£
ap
p 
?
a  a
Hence (4.3.6) goes through: rV paq is irreducible if and only if a is prime.
Thus the bijection (4.5.7) induces a bijection
(4.5.13) ESpecpAq

Ñ tC  ESpecpAq, C closed and irreducibleu
i.e. the space ESpecpAq is sober too.
(4.5.14)Proposition: The basic stable open sets rDa  Da

ESpecpAq
are compact.
In particular, rD1  ESpecpAq is compact.
Proof: We have, cf. (4.3.10),
(4.5.15)
rDa 

i
rDgi  I
rV paq  I rV ptgiuq
 a P
a
pZEtgiuqr1s
 for somen, an P pZEtgiuq
r1s
 there exists a path an  a1, a2, . . . , al  0, with taj , aj 1u of the
form tpb  c, dq, pb  c¯, dqu with b, d P AXj`Yj , c, c¯ P
 
A
r1s
Xj`Yj , and
cpxq  c¯pxq for x P Xj , c
pyq
 gipyq, c¯
pyq
 0 for y P Yj.
Going backwards in the above equivalences we have a finite sub-
covering,
rDa 
¤
0 j l
¤
yPYj
rDgipyq
For a homomorphism of self-adjoint generalized rings ϕ P GR pA,A1q,
the pull back of a stable r1s-ideal is stable,
(4.5.16) ϕ : E-r1s-ilpA1q ÝÑ E-r1s-ilpAq,
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and in particular, we get a continuous map
(4.5.17) ESpecpϕq  ϕ : ESpecpA1q ÝÑ ESpecpAq.
The analogs of (4.4.2) , (4.4.3), (4.4.4) , (4.4.5) hold:
(4.5.18) ϕ1prVApaqq  rVA1pϕ
r1spaqq,
(4.5.19) ϕ1p rDaq  rDϕ
r1spaq,
(4.5.20) rVApϕ
1
r1s
pbqq  ϕprVA1pbq, for b P E-r1s-ilpA
1
q,
and ESpec is a functor from GR  to (compact, sober) topological
spaces and continuous maps
(4.5.21) ESpec : pGR qop Ñ Top
For A  GpBq, B a commutative ring, we have identifications,
(4.5.22) ESpecpAq  specpAq  specpBq
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Chapter 5
Localization and sheaves
5.1 Localization
For A P GR, a subset S  A
r1s is called multiplicative if
(5.1.1) 1 P S, and S  S  S, and St  S
For such S  A
r1s, and for X P F, we let pS
1AqX  pAX  Sq{
denote the equivalence classes ofAXS with respect to the equivalence
relation defined by
(5.1.2)
pa1, s1q  pa2, s2q if and only if s  s2  a1  s  s1  a2 for some s P S
We write a{s for the equivalence class pa, sq{. Note that by taking
”common denominator” we can write any element a  papyq{syq P
pS1Aqf 
±
yPY
pS1Aqf1pyq, in the form
a  pa¯pyq{sq,

take s 
¹
sy, a¯
pyq
 p
¹
y1y
sy1q  a
pyq
q

For f P Set

pX, Y q, g P Set

pY, Zq, we have well-defined operations
of multiplication and contraction, independent of the choice of repre-
sentatives,
(5.1.3)
 : pS1Aqg  pS
1Aqf ÝÑ pS
1Aqgf , a{s1  b{s2  a  b{s1  s2
(5.1.4)
p , q : pS1AqgfpS
1Aqf ÝÑ pS
1Aqg, pa{s1, b{s2q  pa, bq{s1ps2q
t
It is straightforward to check that these operations satisfy the ax-
ioms of a generalized ring (commutative if A is commutative). The
cannonical homomorphism
φ : AÑ S1A, φpaq  a{1
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satisfies the universal property
(5.1.5) GRpS1A,Bq  tϕ P GRpA,Bq, ϕpSq  Bu
rϕ ÞÑ rϕ  φ
ϕpsq1  ϕpaq  rϕpa{sq Þ ϕ
(5.1.7) Example: For s P A
r1s, take S  ts
n
 psmqt, m, n ¥ 0u. We
write As for S
1A, and φs P GRpA,Asq satisfy
GRpAs, Bq  tϕ P GRpA,Bq, ϕpsq P B

u
(5.1.8) Example: For p  pt P specpAq, take Sp  Ar1szp. We write
Ap for S
1
p A, and φp P GRpA,Apq satisfy
GRpAp, Bq  tϕ P GRpA,Bq, ϕpA
r1szpq  B

u
5.2 Localization and h-ideals
For an h-ideal a P h-ilpAq, we let
(5.2.1) S1a  ta{s P pS1Aq
r1s, s P S, a P au
By using common denominator, we see that S1a is an h-ideal of
S1A, S1a P h-ilpS1Aq:
For b{s1, d{s2 P pS
1AqX , and for ax{sx P S
1a, x P X , we have
(5.2.2) pb{s1pax{sxq, d{s2q  pbps
1
xaxq, dq{s1ps2q
t

¹
xPX
sx P S
1a,
with s1x 
¹
x1x
sx1
We have, therefore, the Galois correspondence
(5.2.3) h-ilpAq
S1
ÝÑ
Ý
φ
h-ilpS1Aq
For b P h-ilpS1Aq, we have
(5.2.4) S1φb  b
Indeed, for an element a{s P b, we have a{1 P b, or a P φb, and
a{s P S1φb; hence b  S1φb, and the reverse inclusion is clear.
We have immediately from the definitions, for a P h-ilpAq,
(5.2.5)
φS1a  ta P A
r1s, there exists s P S with s  a P au 
¤
sPS
pa : sq
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In particular,
(5.2.6) S1a  p1q  aX S  H
We say that a P h-ilpAq is S-saturated if φS1a  a, that is if
(5.2.7) for all s P S, a P A
r1s : s  a P añ a P a
We get that S1 and φ induce inverse bijections,
(5.2.8) ta P h-ilpAq, a is S-saturatedu

Ñ h-ilpS1Aq
For an S-saturated h-ideal a P h-ilpAq, let pia : A ։ A{a  A{Epaq
be the canonical homomorphism, and let S¯  piapSq  pA{aqr1s, then
we have canonical isomorphism
(5.2.9) S¯1pA{aq  S1A{S1a
Note that for a prime p P specpAq, p is S-saturated if and only if
p X S  H, and in this case S1p is a prime, S1p P specpS1Aq.
Note that for a prime q P specpS1Aq, φpqq is always an S-saturated
prime. We get the bijection,
(5.2.10) tp P specpAq, pX S  Hu

Ñ specpS1Aq
This is a homeomorphism for the Zariski topology.
From now on let A P GR  be self-adjoint.
For s P A
r1s, the homeomorphism (5.2.10) gives for example (5.1.7),
(5.2.11) φs : specpAsq

ÝÑ Ds  specpAq
For a prime p P specpAq, the homeomorphism (5.2.10) with S 
Sp, c.f. (5.1.8), reads
(5.2.12) φp : specpApq

ÝÑ tq P specpAq, q  pu
The generalized ring Ap is a local-generalized-ring in the sense that it
has a unique maximal h-ideal mp  S
1
p p  pApqr1szA

p. The residue
field at p is defined by
(5.2.13) Fp  Ap{mp  Ap{Epmpq.
We have the canonical homomorphism pip : A Ñ A{p, and putting
S¯p  pippSpq, we have (5.2.9)
(5.2.14) Fp  S¯
1
p pA{pq
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The square diagram
(5.2.15)
A
φp
> Ap
A{p
pip
_
_ φ0
> Fp
pimp
_
_
is cartesian,
(5.2.16) Fp  pA{pq
â
A
Ap
GR pFp, Bq 
 
ϕ P GR pA,Bq, ϕppq  0, ϕpA
r1szpq  B

(
(5.2.17) Proposition: We have for p P specpAq,
Fp  0 p is stable: p P Er1s-ilpAq
Proof: We have
Fp  0 1  0 in Fp,r1s
 there exists a path in pS1p Aqr1s, 1  a1{s1, a2{s2, . . . , al{sl  0,
with taj{sj , aj 1{sj 1u of the form tpb  c, dq, pb  c¯, dqu with b, d P
pS1AqXj`Yj , c, c¯ P pS
1A
r1sq
Xj`Yj , and cpxq  c¯pxq for x P Xj , c
pyq, c¯pyq P
mp for y P Yj
 there exists a path in A
r1s, s  a1, a2, . . . , al  0, with s P Sp,
and taj , aj 1u of the form tpb  c, dq, pb  c¯, dqu with b, d P AXj`Yj ,
c, c¯ P pA
r1sq
Xj`Yj , and cpxq  c¯pxq for x P Xj , c
pyq, c¯pyq P p for y P Yj
 p  pZEpq
r1s
For a homomorphism of self-adjoint generalized rings ϕ P GR pA,Bq,
and for q P specpBq with p  ϕpqq P specpAq, the square diagram
(5.2.15) is functorial, and we have a commutative cube diagram
(5.2.18)
A
φp
> Ap
B
φq
>
ϕ
< Bq
ϕp
<
A{p
_
> Fp
_
B{q
_
>
<
Fq
_ <
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Note that the homomorphism ϕp P GR
 
pAp, Bqq is a local-homomorphism
in the sense that
(5.2.19) mp  ϕ
1
p pmqq, or equivalently ϕppmpq  mq
(5.2.20) Definition: We let LGR  denote the subcategory of GR 
with objects the local generalized rings, and with maps
LGR pA,Bq  tϕ P GR pA,Bq, ϕpmBq  mAu
5.3 The structure sheaf OA
(5.3.1) Definiton: For a self-adjoint A P GR , U  specpAq open,
X P F

, we denote by OApUqX the set of sections
f : U Ñ
º
pPU
pApqX , fppq P pApqX
such that f is locally a fraction:
(5.3.2) for all p P U , there exists open Up  U , p P Up, and there exist
a P AX , s P Ar1sz

qPUp
q, such that for all q P Up, fpqq  a{s P pAqqX .
Note thatOApUq is a (self-adjoint) generalized ring, and for U
1
 U
restriction gives a homomorphism of generalized rings
(5.3.3) OApUq Ñ OApU
1
q, f ÞÑ f |U 1
Thus OA is a pre-sheaf of generalized rings over specpAq, and by the
local nature of the condition (5.3.2) it is clear that it is a sheaf of
generalized rings, i.e. for X P F

, U ÞÑ OApUqX is a sheaf. It is also
clear that the stalks are given by
(5.3.4) OA,p  lim
ÝÑ
pPU
OApUq

ÝÑ Ap
pf{ q ÞÑ fppq
(5.3.5) Theorem: For s P A
r1s, we have a canonical isomorphism
Ψ : As

ÝÑ OApDsq, Ψpa{s
n
q  tfppq  a{snu
In particular for s  1,
A

Ñ OApspecpAqq
Proof: The map Ψ which takes a{sn P As to the constant section
f with fppq  a{sn for all p P Ds, is clearly well-defined, and is a
homomorphism of generalized rings.
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Ψ is injective: Assume Ψpa1{s
n1
q  Ψpa2{s
n2
q, and let a  annAps
n2

a1, s
n1
 a2q P h-ilpAq, cf. (3.4.9). We have,
(5.3.6)
a1{s
n1
 a2{s
n2 in Ap for all p P Ds
ñ sp  s
n2
 a1  sp  s
n1
 a2 with sp P A
r1szp for p P Ds
ñ a  p for p P Ds
ñ V paq XDs  H
ñ V paq  V psq
ñ s P IV paq 
?
a
ñ sn P a for some n
ñ sn n2  a1  s
n n1
 a2
ñ a1{s
n1
 a2{s
n2 in As
Ψ is surjective: Fix f P OApDsqX . Since Ds is compact (4.3.9), we can
cover Ds by a finite collection of basic open sets, Ds  Dg1Y . . .YDgN ,
such that on Dgi the section f is constant,
fppq  ai{si for p P Dgi, with Dsi  Dgi
We have V psiq  V pgiq, hence gi P IV psiq 
?
si, hence for some ni,
and some ci P A
r1s, g
ni
i  ci  si. Thus our section f is given on Dgi by
ai{si  ci  ai{g
ni
i . Noting that Dgi  Dgnii , we may replace g
ni
i by gi,
and replace ci  ai by ai, and we have
fppq  ai{gi for p P Dgi,
On the set Dgigi  Dgi X Dgj , i  j, our section f is given by both
ai{gi and aj{gj . By the injectivity of Ψ, we have
ai{gi  aj{gj in Agig2
Thus for some n we have
pgigjq
n
 gj  ai  pgigjq
n
 gi  aj
By finiteness we may assume one n works for all i, j ¤ N . Replacing
gni  ai by ai, and replacing g
n 1
i by gi, we may assume f  ai{gi on
Dgi, and
(5.3.7) gj  ai  gi  aj for all i, j
We have Ds 

Dgi, hence by (4.3.10) we have
sM  pb  c, dq
with b, d P AY , c  pc
pyq
q P
 
A
r1s
Y
with cpyq  gipyq, ipyq : Y Ñ
t1, . . . , Nu. Define a P AX by
(5.3.8) a  pb  e, d˜q, with d˜ P AπX  pAY q
X , d˜pxq  d,
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e P AπY  pAXq
Y , epyq  aipyq
Here the cartesian diagram is
X b Y
X
piX
<
Y
piY
>
r1s
<
>
We have for j  1, . . . , N
(5.3.9)
gj  a  gj  pb  e, d˜q  pb  pgjeq, d˜q  pb  pgj  aipyqq, d˜q
 pb  pgipyq  ajq, d˜q  pb  c  a˜j , d˜q  pb  c, dq  aj  s
M
 aj
Thus we have in As, aj{gj  a{s
M for all j, and our section f is
constant f  Ψpa{sMq, and Ψ is surjective.
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Chapter 6
Schemes
6.1 Locally generalized ringed spaces
All generalized rings are assumed to be self-adjoint (and can be as-
sumed to be commutative).
(6.1.1) Definition: For a topological space X , we let GR {X denote
the category of sheaves of generalized rings over X . Its objects are pre-
sheaves O of (self-adjoint) generalized rings, i.e. functors U ÞÑ OpUq :
CX Ñ GR, (with CX the category of open sets of X , with CX pU, U
1
q 
tjUU 1u for U
1
 U , otherwise CX pU, U
1
q  H), such that for all X P
F

, U ÞÑ OpUqX is a sheaf. The maps GR{X pO,O
1
q are natural
transformations of functors ϕ  tϕpUqu, ϕpUq P GRpOpUq,O1pUqq.
(6.1.2) Definition: We denote by GRS the category of generalized
ringed spaces. Its objects are pairs pX ,OX q, with X P Top, and
OX P GR
 
{X . The maps f P GRSpX ,Yq are pairs of a continuous
function f P ToppX ,Yq, and a map of sheaves of generalized rings
over Y , f 7 P GR{YpOY , fOX q; explicitly, for all open subsets U  Y ,
we have a homomorphism of generalized rings
f
7
U  tf
7
U,Xu P GRpOYpUq,OX pf
1Uqq
and these homomorphisms are compatible with restictions: for U 1 
U  Y open, and for a P OYpUqX , we have f
7
U,Xpaq|f1pU 1q  f
7
U 1,Xpa|U 1q
in OX pf
1U 1qX .
(6.1.3) Remark: For a continuous map f P ToppX ,Yq, we have a
pair of adjoint functors
GR {X
f
ð

f

GR {Y
For sheaves of genralized rings OX P GR
 
{X , OY P GR
 
{Y , we have
f

OX pUq  OX pf
1Uq , U  Y open;
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fOYpUqX  sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf
U ÞÑ lim
ÝÑ
V  Y open
fpUq  V
OYpV qX ;
and we have adjunction,
GR {YpOY , fOX q  GR
 
{X pfOY ,OX q
(6.1.4)Remark: For a map of generalized ringed spaces f P GRSpX ,Yq,
and for a point x P X , we get the induced homomorphism on stalks
f 7x P GRpOY ,fpxq,OX ,xq, via
f 7x : OY ,fpxq  lim
ÝÑ
V  Y open
fpxq P V
OYpV q
lim
Ñ
f
7
V
ÝÝÝÑ lim
ÝÑ
V  Y open
x P f1V
OX pf
1V q Ñ
Ñ lim
ÝÑ
U  X open
x P U
OX pUq  OX ,x
(6.1.5) Definition: We let LGRS  GRS denote the subcategory of
GRS of locally generalized ringed spaces. Its objects are the objects
pX ,OX q P GRS such that for all points x P X the stalk OX ,x P LGR
is a local self-adjoint generalized ring. The maps f P LGRSpX ,Yq
are the maps pf, f 7q P GRSpX ,Yq, such that for all points x P X , the
induced homomorphism on stalks is a local homomorphism, (5.2.20),
f 7x P LGRpOY ,fpxq,OX ,xq.
(6.1.6) Theorem: The functor of global sections
Γ : LGRS Ñ pGR qop, ΓpX ,OX q  OX pX q,
Γpf, f 7q  f 7Y for f P LGRSpX ,Yq
and the spectra functor
spec : pGR qop Ñ LGRS, specpAq  pspecpAq,OAq,
specpϕq  ϕ for ϕ P GR pA,Bq
are an adjoint pair:
LGRSpX , specpAqq  GR pA,OX pX qq
functorially in X P LGRS, A P GR 
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Proof: For a point x P X we have the canonical homomorphism of
taking the stalk at x of a global section, φx P GRpOX pX q,OX ,xq. Since
OX ,x is local with a unique maximal h-ideal mX ,x, we get by pullback
a prime px  φ

xpmX ,xq P specpOX pX qq. Thus we have a canonincal
map
p : X Ñ specpOX pX qq, x ÞÑ px
The map p is continuous: For a global section g P OX pX q
r1s, we
have the basic open set Dg  specpOX pX qq, and
(6.1.7) p1pDgq  tx P X , px P Dgu  tx P X , φxpgq R mX ,xu
This set is open in X , because if φxpgq R mX ,x we have in OX ,x
some vx with vx  φxpgq  1, hence there is an open set U  X , with
x P U , and an element v P OX pUq
r1s with vg|U  1, and for all x
1
P U ,
vx1  φx1pgq  1, and φx1pgq R mX ,x1. This shows p is continuous. The
uniqueness of the inverse vx  φxpgq
1 for x P p1pDgq shows we have
a well defined inverse v  pg|p1pDgqq
1
P OX pp
1
pDgqqr1s. Thus we
have a homomorphism of generalized rings
(6.1.8) p7Dg : OX pX qg Ñ OX pp
1
pDgqq, a{g
n
ÞÑ vn 
 
a|p1pDgq

The collection of homomorphisms tp7Dg , g P OX pX qr1su, are compatible
with restrictions, and the sheaf property gives homomorphisms p7U P
GR
 
OspecOX pX qpUq,OX pp
1
pUqq

. Thus we have a map of generalized
ringed spaces p  pp, p7q P GRSpX , specpOX pX qqq. For a point x P X ,
we can take the direct limit of p7Dg , (6.1.8), over all global sections
g P OX pX qr1s with φxpgq R mX ,x, and we get a local homomorphism
p7x P LGRpOX pX qpx ,OX ,xq. This shows p is a map of locally-ringed
spaces, p P LGRSpX , specpOX pX qqq.
Given a homomorphism of generalized rings ϕ P GR pA,OX pX qq,
we get the map in LGRS
(6.1.9) pspecϕq  p : X Ñ specpOX pX qq Ñ specpAq
Given a map of locally ringed spaces f  pf, f 7q P LGRSpX , specpAqq,
we get a homomorphism in GR ,
(6.1.10) Γpfq  f 7
specpAq
: A  OApspecpAqq Ñ OX pX q
These correspondences give the functorial bijection of (6.1.6), we need
only show they are inverses of each other. First for ϕ P GR pA,OX pX qq,
we have
(6.1.11) Γpspecpϕq  pq  Γppq  Γpspecpϕqq  idOX pX q  ϕ  ϕ
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Fix a map f  pf, f 7q P LGRSpX , specpAqq. For a point x P X , we
have a commutative square in GR 
(6.1.12)
A  OApspecpAqq
Γpfq
ÝÑ OX pX q
φfpxq Ó Ó φx
Afpxq  OA,fpxq
f 7x
ÝÑ OX ,x
Since the homomorphism f 7x is assumed to be local, we get
(6.1.13) Γpfq1ppxq  Γpfq
1
pφ1x pmX ,xqq  φ
1
fpxq
pf 71x pmX ,xqq 
 φ1
fpxq
pmAfpxqq  fpxq
This shows that pspec Γpfqq  p  f as continuous maps.
For an element s P A
r1s, we have the commutative square in GR
 ,
(6.1.14)
A  OApspecpAqq
Γpfq
ÝÑ OXpXq
Ó Ó
As  OApDsq
f
7
Ds
ÝÑ OX pf
1
pDsqq  OX pDf7psqq
Thus for a{sn P As, we must have
(6.1.15) f 7Dspa{s
n
q 
 
Γpfqpsnq|f1pDsq

1
 pΓpfqpaqq |f1pDsq
 p7D
f7psq
 Γpfqpa{snq
This shows that f  pspec Γpfqqp also as maps of generalized-ringed
spaces.
6.2 Schemes
(6.2.1) Definition: An object X  pX ,OX q P LGRS will be called a
Grothendieck-generalized-scheme if it is locally isomorphic to specpAq’s:
there exists a covering of X by open sets Ui, X 

i
Ui, such that the
canonical maps are isomorphisms
p : pUi,OX |Uiq

ÝÑ specpOX pUiqq
We let GGS denote the full sub-category of LGRS, with objects the
Grothendieck-genralized-schemes.
(6.2.2) Open subschemes: Note that for X P GGS, and for an open
set U  X , we have the open subscheme ofX given by pU,OX |Uq. That
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this is again a scheme, pU,OX |Uq P GGS, follows from the existence
of affine basis for the Zariski topology on specpAq, A P GR , namely
pDs,OA|Dsq  specpAsq for s P Ar1s.
(6.2.3)Gluing shemes: The local nature of the definition of Grothendieck-
generalized-scheme implies that GGS admits gluing:
Given Xi P GGS, and open subsets Uij  Xi, and maps ϕij P
GGSpUij , Uijq, satisfying the consistency conditions
piq Uii  Xi, and ϕii  idXi ,
piiq ϕijpUij X Uikq  Uji X Ujk, and ϕjk  ϕij  ϕik on Uij X Uik,
there exists X P GGS, and maps ϕi P GGSpXi,X q such that
piq ϕi is an isomorphism of Xi onto an open subset ϕipXiq  X
piiq X 

i
ϕipXiq
piiiq ϕipXiq X ϕjpXjq  ϕipUijq, and ϕj  ϕij  ϕi on Uij .
(6.2.4) Ordinary Schemes: For an ordinary scheme pX ,OX q, with
OX a sheaf of commutative rings, there is a covering by open sets
X 

i
Ui, with pUi,OX |Uiq  specpAiq, the ordinary spectrum of
the commutative ring Ai  OX pUiq. We then have Grothendieck-
generalized schemes Xi  specpGpAiqq  pUi,GpOX q|Uiq. These can be
glued along Uij  Ui X Uj , to a Grothendieck-generalized scheme de-
noted by GpX q  pX ,OGpX q  GpOX qq. It is just the underlying topo-
logical space X with the sheaf of generalized rings GpOX q associated to
the sheaf of commutative rings OX via the functor G : Ring Ñ GR
 .
(2.2.3). Denoting by RS the category of (ordinary, commutative)
ringed spaces, the functor G applied to a sheaf of commutative rings
O, gives a sheaf of self-adjoint generalized rings GpOq, and we have a
functor G : RS Ñ GRS. Denoting by LRS (resp. by S) the category
of locally-(commutative)-ringed spaces (resp. the full subcategory of
ordinary schemes), the fact that G is fully-faithful implies that we have
full-embeddings of categories.
LRS 
G
> LGRS
S
Y
^

G
> GGS
Y
^
Ringop
spec
Y
^

G
> pGR qop
spec
Y
^
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(6.2.5) The affine line over F is given by, cf. (2.6.18),
A1  spec∆
r1s
 
 specFrzNs
We have F rzNs
r1s  z
N
Y t0u; p0q is a prime, the generic point of A1;
and pzq is a prime, the closed point of A1  tp0q, pzqu.
(6.2.6) The multiplicative group over F is given by
Gm  specFrz
Z
s  tp0qu  A1
For a (self-adjoint) generalized ring A,
GRpFrzZs, Aq  A  ta P A
r1s, there is a
1
P A
r1s, a  a
1
 1u
(6.2.7) The projective line over F is obtained by gluing two affine lines
along Gm
P1  specFrzNs
¹
specFrzZs
specFrpz1qNs  tm1, m0, m8u
It has a generic point m1  p0q, and two closed points m0  pzq,
m
8
 pz1q.
Interchanging z and z1 we get an involutive automorphism
(6.2.8) I : P1

ÝÑ P1, I  I  idP1
interchanging m0 and m8.
Every rational number f P Q, defines a geometric map fZ P
GGSpspecGpZq,P1q.
If f  1 this is given by the constant map
FrzZs։ Fr1s  GpZq, z ÞÑ f  1
If f  1, let N0 
±
νppfq¡0
p, N
8

±
νppfq 0
p, then
(6.2.9) specGpZq  specGpZr
1
N0
sq
º
specGpZr 1
N0N8
sq
specGpZr
1
N
8
sq
and the geometric map fZ is given by the spec-map associated to the
homomorphisms:
(6.2.10)
FrzNs ÝÑ GpZr 1
N
8
sq
|

|

FrzNs ÝÑ GpZr 1
N0N8
sq
|

|

Frpz1qNs ÝÑ GpZr 1
N0
sq
z ÞÑ f
z1 ÞÑ f1
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6.3 Projective limits
(6.3.1) The category of locally generalized ringed spaces LGRS admits
directed inverse limits. For a partially ordered set J , which is directed
(for j1, j2 P J , have j P J with j ¥ j1, j ¥ j2) and for a functor
X : J Ñ LGRS, J Q j ÞÑ Xj , j1 ¥ j2 ÞÑ pi
j1
j2
P LGRSpXj1 ,Xj2q,
we have the inverse limit lim
Ý
J
X P LGRS. The underlying topological
space of lim
Ý
J
X is the inverse limit of the sets Xj, with basis for the
topology given by the sets pi1j pUjq, with Uj  Xj open, and where
pij : lim
Ý
jPJ
Xj Ñ Xj denote the projection. The sheaf of generalized
rings Olim

X over lim
Ý
J
Xj , is the sheaf associated to the pre-sheaf U ÞÑ
lim
ÝÑ
J
pijOXj pUq. For a point x  pxjq P lim
Ý
Xj, the stalk Olim
Ý
X ,x is the
direct limit of the local-generalized-rings OXj ,xj , and hence is local,
and plim
Ý
Xj ,Olim
Ý
X q P LGRS . An alternative explicit description of
the sections s P Olim
Ý
X pUq, for U  lim
Ý
Xj open, are as maps
(6.3.2) s : U Ñ
º
xPU
Olim
Ý
X ,x, with spxq P Olim
Ý
X ,x
such that for all x P U , there exists j P J , and open subset Uj  Xj,
with x P pi1j pUjq  U and there exists a section sj P OXj pUjq, such
that for all y P pi1j pUjq, we have spyq  pi
7
jpsjq|y.
We have the universal property
(6.3.3) LGRSpZ, lim
Ý
J
X q  lim
Ý
jPJ
LGRSpZ,Xjq
Note that if Xj  specpAjq are affine generalized schemes, then the
inverse limit
(6.3.4) lim
Ý
J
pspecpAjqq  specplim
ÝÑ
J
Ajq
is the affine generalized scheme associated to lim
ÝÑ
J
Aj the direct limit of
the Aj’s computed in GR
 . (Hence in Set0, cf. (2.7.3)).
Note on the other hand that GGR is not closed under directed
inverse limits (just as in the ”classical” counterparts, the category
LRS (resp. Ring) is closed under directed inverse (resp. direct)
limits , while the category S of schemes is not closed under directed
inverse limits).
(6.3.5) Defintion: The category of generalized schemes GS is the
category of pro-objects of the category of Grothendieck-generalized
schemes, GS  pro-GGS.
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Thus the objects of GS are inverse systems X  ptXjujPJ , tpi
j1
j2
uj1¥j2q,
where J is a directed partially ordered set, Xj P GGS for j P J , and
pi
j1
j2
P GGSpXj1,Xj2q for j1 ¥ j2, j1, j2 P J , with pi
j
j  idXj , and
pi
j2
j3
 pi
j1
j2
 pi
j1
j3
for j1 ¥ j2 ¥ j3. The maps from such an object to
another object Y  ptYiuiPI , tpi
i1
i2
ui1¥i2q are given by
(6.3.6) GSpX ,Yq  lim
Ý
I
lim
ÝÑ
J
GGSpXj ,Yiq
i.e. the maps ϕ P GSpX ,Yq are a collection of maps ϕji P GGSpXj ,Yiq
defined for all i P I, and for j ¥ τpiq sufficiently large (depending on
i), these maps satisfy:
(6.3.6.1) for all i P I, and for j1 ¥ j2 sufficiently large in J :
ϕ
j1
i  ϕ
j2
i  pi
j1
j2
(6.3.6.2) for all i1 ¥ i2 in I, and for j P J sufficiently large:
pii1i2  ϕ
j
i1
 ϕ
j
i2
The maps ϕ  tϕjiuj¥τpiq, and ϕ˜  tϕ˜
j
iuj¥τ˜piq, are considered equivalent
if
(6.3.6.3) for all i P I, and for j P J sufficiently large:
ϕ
j
i  ϕ˜
j
i
The composition of ϕ  tϕji uj¥τpiq P GSpX ,Yq, with ψ  tψ
i
kui¥σpkq P
GSpY ,Zq, is given by ψ  ϕ  tψik  ϕ
j
iuj¥τpσpkqq P GSpX ,Zq.
There is a canonical map (which in general is not injective or sur-
jective, but see [G]).
(6.3.7) lim
ÝÑ
J
LGRSpXj ,Yiq ÝÑ LGRSplim
Ý
J
Xj ,Yiq
By the universal property (6.3.3) we have bijection
(6.3.8) lim
Ý
I
LGRSplim
Ý
J
Xj,Yiq  LGRSplim
Ý
J
Xj , lim
Ý
I
Yiq
Composing (6.3.7) and (6.3.8) we obtain a map
(6.3.9) L : lim
Ý
I
lim
ÝÑ
J
LGRSpXj,Yiq ÝÑ LGRSplim
Ý
J
Xj , lim
Ý
I
Yiq
Thus we have a functor
(6.3.10) L : GS ÝÑ LGRS, LptXjujPJq  lim
Ý
J
Xj
We view the category GGS as a full subcategory of GS (consisting of
the objects X  tXjujPJ , with indexing set J reduced to a singleton).
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6.4 The compactified specZ
We denote by η the real prime of Q, so | | : Q Ñ r0,8q is the usual
(nonarchimedian) absolute value, and we let Oη denote the associated
generalized ring (2.3), Oη  GpQq. For a square-free integer N ¥ 2,
we have the sub-generalized-ring
(6.4.1) AN  GpZr
1
N
sq XOη  GpQq
The localization of AN with respect to
1
N
P AN,r1s gives pANq 1
N

GpZr 1
N
sq, so the inclusion jN : AN ãÑ GpZr
1
N
sq gives the basic open
set
(6.4.2) jN : specpZr
1
N
sq  specGpZr
1
N
sq

ÝÑ D 1
N
 specpANq
The inclusion iN : AN ãÑ Oη, gives the real prime ηN P spec pANq,
(6.4.3)
ηN  i

N pmηq, pηN qX  ta  paxq P pZr
1
N
sq
X , ||a||2 
¸
xPX
|ax|
2
  1u
Note that ηN is the unique maximal h-ideal of AN , and AN is a local
generalized ring. Let XN denote the Grothendieck generalized scheme
obtained by gluing spec pANq with specGpZq along the common (basic)
open set specpGpZr 1
N
sqq, cf. (6.2.3). The open sets of XN are the open
sets UM  specpZr
1
M
sq  specpZq, (and OXN pUMq  GpZr
1
M
sq), as well
as the sets tηNuYUM , withM dividingN (andOXN ptηNuYUM q  AM ,
M |N). For N2 dividing N1, we have a map pi
N1
N2
P GGSpXN1 ,XN2q
induced by the inclusions AN2 ãÑ AN1, and GpZr
1
N2
sq ãÑ GpZr 1
N1
sq.
Note that piN1N2 is a bijection on points, and that moreover,
ppiN1N2 qOXN1  OXN2 and ppi
N1
N2
q
7 is the identity map of OXN2 . But there
are more open sets in XN1 then there are in XN2. The compactified
specZ is the object of GS  proGGS given by ptXNu, tpi
N1
N2
uN2|N1q,
(6.4.4)
specZ 
$
&
%
XN  specpANq
º
specGpZr 1
N
sq
specGpZq
,
.
-
N¥2 square free
Note that the associated locally-generalized-ring space
(6.4.5) X  LpspecZq  lim
Ý
N
XN P LGRS
has underlying topological space X  tηu
²
specpZq, with open sets
UM  specpZr
1
M
sq (and OX pUM q  GpZr
1
M
sq), as well as the sets
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tηu
²
UM , with no restrictions on M and OX ptηu
²
UMq  AM for
M ¥ 2, while the global sections are OX pX q  Fr1s.
The stalks of OX are given by
(6.4.6)
OX ,p  GpZ
ppqq, p P specpZq, Zppq  t
m
n
P Q, p ∤ nu,
OX ,η  Oη
Similarly for a number field K, with ring of integers OK , and with real
primes ηi, i  1, . . . , γ  γR   γC, we have the sub-generalized-ring of
GpKq given by
(6.4.7) AN,i  GpOKr
1
N
sq XOK,ηi  GpKq
Let XN be the Grothendieck generalized scheme obtained by gluing
tspecpAN,iqui¤γ and tspecpGpOKqqu along the common (basic) open set
spec
 
GpOKr
1
N
sq

. For N2|N1, we have pi
N1
N2
P GGRpXN1 ,XN2q induced
by the inclusions AN2,i ãÑ AN1,i. We get the compactified specpOKq,
it is the object of GS given by the XN ’s and pi
N1
N2
’s. The space
(6.4.8) XK  LpspecpOKqq  lim
Ý
N
XN P LGRS
has for points the sets specpOKq
²
tηiui¤γ, and for open subsets the
sets U
²
tηiuiPI , U  specpOKq open, I  t1, . . . , γu, where
(6.4.9) OXK pU
º
tηiuiPIq 
£
pPU
GpOK,pq X
£
iPI
OK,ηi
In particular, the global sections are
(6.4.10) OXK pXKq 
£
pPspecOK
GpOK,pq X
£
i¤γ
OK,ηi  FrµKs
with µK  O

K the group of roots of unity in O

K .
Every rational number f P Q, defines a geometric map f P
GSpX ,P1q, i.e. a collection of maps f
N
P GGSpXN ,P
1
q, for N di-
visible by N0 N8, N0 
±
νppfq¡0
p, N
8

±
νppfq 0
p, with f  piMN  fM .
For f  1 it is the constant map given by
(6.4.11) FrzZs։ Fr1s  GpZq X AN , for any N
z ÞÑ f  1
For f  1, we may assume |f |η   1, by the commutativity of
(6.4.12) I the inversion (6.2.8)
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P1
X
f
>
≀ I
^
P1
_
f1 >
Thus for N divisble by N0 N8 we have f P AN , and the map fN
is given by
(6.4.13)
XN  specGpZq
º
specGpZr 1
N
sq
AN GpZr
1
N
sq AN f
fZ
º
fη,N , with
P1 
f
N
_

specFrpz1qNs
º
specFrzZs
specFrzNs FrzZs
^
 FrzNs
f
7
η,N
^
z
^
and fZ is as in (6.2.10).
Similarly for a number field K, every element f P K defines a
geometric map
f P GSpspecOK ,P
1
q
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Chapter 7
Products
7.1 Tensor product
The category GRC of commutative (or the self-adjoint part GR
 
C) gen-
eralized rings has tensor-products, i.e. fibred sums: Given homomor-
phisms ϕj P GRCpA,B
j
q j  0, 1, there exists B0
Â
A
B1 P GRC , and
homomorphisms ψj P GRCpB
j, B0
Â
A
B1q, such that ψ0 ϕ0  ψ1 ϕ1,
and for any C P GRC ,
(7.1.1) GRpB0
â
A
B1, Cq  GRpB0, Cq
¹
GRpA,Cq
GRpB1, Cq
So given homomorphisms f j P GRpBj , Cq with f 0 ϕ0  f 1ϕ1, there
exists a unique homomorphism f 0 b f 1 P GRpB0
Â
A
B1, Cq, such that
pf 0bf 1qψj  f j. The construction of B0
Â
A
B1 goes as follows. First
for a finite set tb0
1
, . . . , b0n, b
1
1
, . . . , b1mu, where b
j
i P B
j
X
j
i
, we have the free
commutative generalized ring on the sets tX01 , . . . , X
0
n, X
1
1 , . . . , X
1
mu
(2.6.7), and we write b0
1
, . . . , b0n, b
1
1
, . . . , b1m for its canonical generators.
Taking the direct limit over such finite subsets (2.7.3), we have the
free commutative generalized ring ∆ with generators b, with b P B0 or
b P B1. We divide ∆ by the eqivalence ideal εA generated by
(7.1.2)
b  b1  b  b1 , b, b1 P Bj , j  0, 1;
pb, b1q  pb, b1q , b, b1 P Bj , j  0, 1;
1j  1 , where 1j P Bj
r1s
is the unit;
ϕ0paq  ϕ1paq , for a P A
The quotient generalized ring ∆{εA is the tensor product B
0
Â
A
B1,
the homomorphism ψj is given by ψjpbq  b mod εA, b P B
j .
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Note that every element of pB0
Â
A
B1qX can be expressed (non-
uniquely) as
(7.1.3) pa, bq  pa1  a2      an, b1      bmq mod εA
with ai P B
ipmod2q
fi
, bj P B
jpmod2q
gj , and f1  fn  cXg1  gm (where
cX P SetpX, r1sq is the canonical map, cXpxq  1 for all x P X). These
elements are multiplied and contracted by the formulas (1.12.11) and
(1.12.12).
(7.1.4) Example: For self-adjoint monoidsM0,M1, N , and homomor-
phisms ψi PMon pN,Miq, i  0, 1, we have (by adjunction (2.4.8)),
FrM0s
â
FrNs
FrM1s  FrM0
â
N
M1s
whereM0
Â
N
M1 is the fibered sum in the categoryMon
 . The monoid
M0
Â
N
M1 is given by elements m0 bm1, mi P Mi, with relations
m0 b 0  0b 0  0bm1 , mi PMi
and
m0  ψ
0
pnq bm1  m0 b ψ
1
pnq m1 , n P N
(7.1.5) Example: For a commutative (semi-) ring B, let B! de-
note the underlying multiplicative monoid of B (i.e. forget addition),
and let FrB!s denote the associated (commutative and self-adjoint)
generalized ring, cf. (2.4). From the identity map B!

ÝÑ GpBq
r1s,
we obtain by adjunction (2.4.8) the canonical injective homomor-
phism JB P GRpFrB
!
s,GpBqq. The unique homomorphism of (semi)
rings N Ñ B, gives the unique homomorphism of generalized rings
IB P GRpGpNq,GpBqq. We get a canonical homomorphism of general-
ized rings,
(7.1.5.1) ΨB  IB b JB P GR

GpNq
â
F
FrB!s,GpBq

The homomorphism ΨB is always surjective (as follows from (2.2.8)).
For any (self-adjoint) monoidB, the generalized ring nB  GpNq
Â
F
FrBs,
can be described as
(7.1.5.2) nBX 
!
ppi : rX Ñ X, µ : rX Ñ Bq
)
{ 
The elements of nBX are (isomorphism classes of) sets over X
±
B,
where the equivalence relation  is generated by isomorphisms, i.e.
ppi : rX Ñ X, µ : rX Ñ Bq  ppi1 : X 1 Ñ X, µ1 : X 1 Ñ Bq if there is
a bijection σ : rX Ñ rX 1, pi  pi1  σ, µ  µ1  σ,
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and by zero, i.e.
(7.1.5.3) p rX, pi, µq  p rXztxu, pi|
rXztxu
, µ|
rXztxu
q if µpxq  0.
For f P Set

pX, Y q, and for p rX, µq P nBX , pZ, λq P n
B
f , we have the
contraction, cf. (2.2.12),
(7.1.5.4)

p
rX, µq, pZ, λq
	


rX
¹
X
Z, pµ, λq

pµ, λqpx, zq  µpxq  λpzq
For prY , µq P nBY we have the multiplication, cf. (2.2.14),
(7.1.5.5) prY , µq  pZ, λq  prY
¹
Y
Z, µ  λq
µ  λpy, zq  µpyq  λpzq
For a commutative (semi)ring B, the canonical homomorphism (7.1.5.1)
ΨB P GRpn
B!,GpBqq is given in this description as
(7.1.5.6)

ΨBp rX, µq
	
x

¸
x˜ P rX
πpx˜qx
µpx˜q
To get such a surjective homomorphism we can use any multi-
plicative submonoid B0  B
! such that NrB0s  B. For example, for
B  Z the integers, we can take B0  t0,1u, and we get a surjective
homomorphism
(7.1.5.7) Ψ P GRpGpNq
â
F
Fr1s,GpZqq
7.2 The arithmetical plane T   GpNq
Â
F
GpNq
An oriented-tree is a (rooted) tree F together with a map
εF : F zBF Ñ t0, 1u
It is 1-reduced if νpaq  1 for all a P F . If for some a P F , S1F paq 
ta1u, we obtain by 1-reduction the tree
(7.2.1) 1apF q  F ztau
with SF 1pa
1
q  SF paq.
For every oriented tree F there is a unique 1-reduced tree F
1red;
it is obtained from F by a finite sequence of 1-reductions.
The oriented tree F is O-reduced if for all
a P F zpBF
²
t0F uq, εpaq  εpSpaqq. If for some a P F zpBF
²
t0F uq,
εpaq  εpSpaqq, we obtain by O-reduction the tree
(7.2.2) OapF q  F ztau
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with SOapF qpa
1
q  SF paq if SF pa
1
q  a.
For every oriented tree F there is a unique O-reduced tree F
Ored;
it is obtained from F by a finite sequence of O-reductions. For a O-
reduced oriented tree F , the orientation εF is completely determined
by its value at the root εF p0F q, since εF pxq  εF p0F q   htpxqpmod2q.
Thus we view O-reduced oriented trees F as ordinary trees together
with an orientation of the root εF  εF p0F q P t0, 1u.
The commutativity relation on oriented trees can be described as
for ordinary trees, cf. (2.5.11) - (2.5.13); it is generated by F  CσG,HF ,
but now the isomorphisms σa : Ha

ÝÑ H has to preserve orientation.
It is also generated by the transpositions F  Cσb F , cf. (2.5.23),
which are a special case of commutativity. But note that even if
F is O -reduced, the tree CσG,HF need not be O-reduced; in fact,
already for transposition Cσb F is (almost) always not O-reduced, and
the associated O-reduced tree C¯bF  pC
σ
b q0red can be described as
follows: for b P F zt0F u, such that for all a P S
1
F pbq, νF paq  n,
(7.2.3)
C¯bF  F zptbu
º
S1F pbqq with SC¯bF pxq 
"
SF pxq if S
2
F pxq  b
SF pbq if S
2
F pxq  b
For O-reduced F such that for all a P S1F p0F q, νF paq  n, (the
case of b  0F above), we have
p7.2.3q0 O0FF  pF zS
1
F p0qq
º
rns, as in (2.5.25) but with the new
orientations.
Note that the operations of εO0F  1  εF of 1-reduction, O-
reduction, and transportation, do not alter the boundary of a tree.
We let  denote the equivalence relation on oriented trees gener-
ated by 1-reductions, O-reductions, and commutativity relations. We
let rF s denote the equivalence class of the oriented tree F . Thus
rF s  rF 1s if and only if there exist F  F0, F1, . . . , Fl  F
1, such
that for j  1, . . . , l, the pair tFj , Fj1u is related by 1-reduction,
or O-reduction, or transposition; it follows that there is a canonical
identification of the boundaries: BF  BF 1.
For a finite set X P F

, let ΥX denote the collection of isomorphism
classes of data
(7.2.4) ΥX  tF  prF1s; rF¯xs, x P X ; σF qu{ 
where F1, F¯x are oriented trees taken modulo -equivalence, and σF is
a bijection σF : BF1

ÝÑ
²
xPX
BF¯x. Thus explicitly, the data F is equiva-
lent to the data F 1, if and only if there exists F  F 0, F 1, . . . , F l  F 1
such that for j  1, . . . , l the pair tF j , F j1u  tG,G1u is related by
either:
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(7.2.5) Isomorphism: have isomorphism τ1 : G1

ÝÑ G1
1
, τx : G¯x

ÝÑ
G¯1x, x P X such that σG1  τ1pbq  τx  σGpbq for b P BG1, σGpbq P BG¯x.
(7.2.6) 1-reduction: have G1  1aG, for some a P G1
²
º
xPX
G¯x with
νpaq  1, cf. (7.2.1).
(7.2.7) O-reduction: have G1  OaG, for some
a P pG1zpBG1
²
t0uqq
²
º
xPX
G¯xzpBG¯x
º
t0uq with εpaq  εpSpaqq, cf.
(7.2.2).
(7.2.8) Transposition: have G1  CτbG, for some b P G1
²
º
xPX
G¯x,
such that for all a P S1pbq, εpaq  ε, and τa : S
1
paq

ÝÑ rns bijection,
cf. (2.5.23).
The operations of multiplication (2.5.5), and of contraction (2.5.7),
induce well defined operations on equivalent classes of data, and make
Υ into a commutative (but non-self-adjoint) generalized ring. It is
straightforward to check that
(7.2.9)
F G  F  p1aGq  F  pOaGq  F  pC
τ
bGq
 p1aF q G  pOaF q G  pC
τ
b F q G
pF,Gq  pF, 1aGq  pF,OaGq  pF, pC
τ
bGq
 p1aF,Gq  pOaF,Gq  pC
τ
b F,Gq
whenever the operations 1a, Oa, C
τ
b are relevant, and that Υ satifies
the axioms of a commutative generalized ring. Note that for ε  0, 1,
we have the elements
(7.2.10) δεX 

rX
º
t0us; r0xs, x P X ; σ
	
P ΥX
where X
²
t0u is the oriented tree with εp0q  ε, Spxq  0 for x P X ,
and σ : X

ÝÑ
²
xPX
t0xu is the natural bijection σpxq  0x.
For f P Set

pX, Y q, and pδεf q
pyq
 δε
f1pyq
, y P Y , we have via
O-reduction
(7.2.11) δεY  δ
ε
f  δ
ε
Dpfq
we also have by 1-reduction
(7.2.12) δε
r1s  prt0u
º
t1us; r01s; σq  pr01s; r01s; idq  1 P Υr1s
Thus we get homomorphisms, cf. (2.2.16), Ψε P GRpGpNq,Υq with
Ψεp1Xq  δ
ε
X . It is clear that Υ is generated by the δ
ε
X , and the
only relations they satisfy are (7.2.11), (7.2.12), and commutativity.
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It follows that Υ is the sum of GpNq with itself in the category of
commutative generalized rings: for any commutative A P GRC ,
(7.2.13)
GRpGpNq, Aq  GRpGpNq, Aq

Ø GRpΥ, Aq
pϕ  ψ0, ϕ  ψ1q Þ ϕ
ϕ0, ϕ1 ÞÑ ϕ0 b ϕ1pδεXq : ϕ
ǫ
p1Xq
The tensor product GpNq
Â
F
GpNq in the category of commutative
and self-adjoint generalized rings GR C is therefore the self-adjoint
quotient of Υ, Υ   Υ{ε . Here ε  is the equivalence ideal of Υ
generated by
F  prF1s; rF¯1s; σq  F
t
 prF¯1s; rF1s; σ
1
q
Passing to this quotient is equivalent to adding the following identifi-
cations on elements F  prF1s; trF¯xsuxPX ; σq P ΥX ,
(for a tree F , and b P F , we write F {b 
²
n¥0
SnF pbq for the full
subtree of F with root b):
if for some b1 P F1, and some bx0 P F¯x0, x0 P X , the bijection σ
satisfy σpB pF1{b1qq  B
 
F¯x0{bx0

, then F is identified with
(7.2.14) pb1, bx0qF :
prpF1z pF1{b1q
º
 
F¯x0{bx0

s; tF¯xuxx0, tpF¯x0z
 
F¯x0{bx0

q
º
pF1{b1qu; rσq
with rσ  σ|
BF1zBpF1{b1q
²
σ1|
B
p
F¯x0{bx0q
Unfortunately, the self-adjunction relation (7.2.14) is not compat-
ible with the transposition relation (7.2.8). We do not have canonical
representatives for the elements of Υ X .
The diagaonal homomorphism
(7.2.15) ∇ P GRpΥ ,GpNqq
is determined by ∇Xpδ
ε
Xq  1X , and is given explicitly by
(7.2.16) ∇XprF1s; rF¯xsxPX ; σq{  pσ : BF1 Ñ Xq{ 
(realizing GpNqX as isomorphism classes of sets over X). The homo-
morphism ∇ is surjective, but it is not injective. For calculations of
∇1
r1s
pNq for N  1, 2, 3 see the appendix.
For a (self-adjoint) monoid B, the tensor product Υ 
Â
F
FrBs can
be described as isomorphism classes of data
(7.2.17) pΥ 
â
F
FrBsqX : tF  prF1s; trF¯xsuxPX ; σF ;µF qu{ 
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Here the data prF1s; trF¯xsuxPX ; σF q is the data for Υ
 
X , and µF is a
map µF : BF1 Ñ B, and isomorphisms are required to preserve the
B-valued maps, and the zero law cf. (7.1.5.3) holds in the form:
µF pbq  0, σF pbq  x0 ñ F  prF1ztbus; trF¯xsuxx0 Y trF¯x0sztσF pbquq
The operations of multiplication and contraction are the given ones
on the Υ -part of the data (i.e. given by (2.5.5) and (2.5.7), and are
given on the B-valued maps by (using the notations of (2.5.6) and
(2.5.8)):
(7.2.18)
µGF pb, aq  µGpbq  µFτpbqpaq , b P BG1, a P BFτpbq
µ
pG,F qpb, aq  µGpbq  µFfτpbqpσ
1aq , b P BG1, a P B sFτpbq
For commutative rings B0, B1, taking B  B
!
0 b B
!
1 (the sum in
Mon , cf. (7.1.4), we get the generalized ring
Υ 
â
F
FrB!
0
bB!
1
s  GpNq
â
F
FrB!
0
s
â
F
GpNq
â
F
FrB!
1
s
which maps surjectively onto GpB0q
Â
F
GpB1q.
For the integers Z, taking B  t0,1u, we get the generalized ring
(7.2.19) Υ 
â
F
Fr1s  pGpNq
â
F
Fr1sq
â
Fr1s
pGpNq b Fr1sq
which maps surjectively onto GpZq
Â
Fr1s
GpZq  T
7.3 Products of Grothendieck-Generalized-
schemes
The categor GGS has fibred products:
Given maps f j P GGSpXj , Y q, there exists X0ΠYX
1
P GGS, and
maps pij P GGSpX
0ΠYX
1, Xjq, with f 0  pi0  f
1
 pi1, and for any
gj P GGSpZ,Xjq, with f 0  g0  f 1  g1, there exists a unique map
g0pig1 P GGSpZ,X0ΠYX
1
q, such that pij  pg
0pig1q  gj, j  0, 1.
Writing Y 

i
specpAiq, pf
j
q
1
pspecpAiqq 

k
specpB
j
i,kq, the
fibred product X0ΠYX
1 is obtained by gluing specpB0i,k0
Â
Ai
B1i,k1q. See
the construction of fibred product of ordinary schemes, e.g. [Hart,
Theorem 3.3, p. 87].
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7.4 Products of Generalized-schemes
The category GS has fibred products. This is an immediate corollary
of (7.3). Given maps
ϕ  tϕ
j
i uj¥σpiq P GSptXjujPJ , tYiuiPIq,
and
ϕ1  tϕ
j1
i uj1¥σ1piq P GSptX
1
j1uj1PJ 1, tYiuiPIq
the fibred product of ϕ and ϕ1 in GS is given by the inverse system
tXjΠYiX
1
j1u, the indexing set is
tpj, j1, iq P J  J 1  I | j ¥ σpiq, j1 ¥ σ1piqu
7.5 The Arithmetical plane
X  specZ
±
Fr1s
specZ
This is a special case of (7.4): The (compactified) arithmetical plane
X is given by the inverse system tXN
±
specFr1s
XMu, with indexing set
tpN,Mq P NM|N,M square-freeu and with
XN  specGpZq
º
specGpZr 1
N
sq
specpGpZr
1
N
sq XOηq
as in (6.4). This generalized scheme X contains the open dense subset,
specGpZq
¹
Fr1s
specGpZq  specpGpZq
â
Fr1s
GpZqq
A basis for neighborhoods of pp, ηq is given by
GpZr
1
N
sq
â
Fr1s
pGpZr
1
M
sq XOηq
where p does not divide N , and M is arbitrary.
Similarly, for any number field K we have the compactified surface
specOK
¹
specFrµKs
specOK
It contains the open dense subset specpGpOKq
Â
FrµKs
GpOKqq.
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Appendix
We enumerate the isomorphism classes of oriented trees F , which
are 1-reduced and o-reduced, for N  7BF  0, 1, 2, . . . , 6, and we
show the commutativity classes. Note that every such tree gives
a partition: N  1 
°
aPF zBF
νpaq  1. We mark with a circle the
points of F zpBF
²
SpBF qq. The orientation of the tree is denoted by
ε  εF p0q P t0, 1u.
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N  1: ε  1ε , ε  0, 1
N  2: p1q : ε
N  3: p2q : ε p1, 1q : ε
N  4: p3q : ε
p2, 1q : ε , ε
p1, 1, 1q : ε

Ø 1 ε , ε
N  5: p4q : ε p2, 2q : ε
p3, 1q : ε , ε
p2, 1, 1q : ε , ε, ε, ε , ε
Ò ≀≀ Ò ≀≀
p1, 1, 1, 1q : ε ε ε
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N  6: p5q : ε
p4, 1q : ε ε
p3, 2q : ε ε
p3, 1, 1q :
p3, 1, 1q : ε ε ε ε ε
p2, 2, 1q : Ò ε ε ε ε ε
p2, 1, 1, 1q : ε ε ε ε ε ε ε Ò
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We enumerate the elements of ∇1
r1s
pNq 

GpNq
Â
F
GpNq


r1s
for
N  1, 2, 3. The bijection σ is described by the numbering at the
boundaries of the trees. We take only the 1-reduced and o-reduced
trees - the orientation is given by the number next to the root.
N  1 : 1  p, q
N  2: (
1 2
0 ,
1 2
0 ), (
1 2
1 ,
1 2
1 ),
(
1 2
0 ,
1 2
1 )  (
1 2
1 ,
1 2
0 )
N  3: (
1 2 3
0 ,
1 2 3
0 ), (
1 2 3
1 ,
1 2 3
1 ),
(
1 2 3
0 ,
1 2 3
1 )  (
1 2 3
1 ,
1 2 3
0 )
≀≀ ≀≀
(
1
2 3
0 ,
1
2 3
1 )  (
1
2 3
1 ,
1
2 3
0 )
(
1
2 3
0 ,
1
2 3
0 ), (
1
2 3
1 ,
1
2 3
1 )
(
1
2 3
0 ,
2
1 3
0 ), (
1
2 3
1 ,
2
1 3
1 )
(
1
2 3
0 ,
2
1 3
1 )  (
2
1 3
1 ,
1
2 3
0 )
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(
1 2 3
0 ,
1
2 3
0 ) , (
1 2 3
1 ,
1
2 3
1 )
≀≀ ≀≀
(
1
2 3
0 ,
1 2 3
0 ) , (
1
2 3
1 ,
1 2 3
1 )
(
1 2 3
0 ,
2
1 3
1 )  (
1
2 3
1 ,
1 2 3
0 )
(
1
2 3
0 ,
1 2 3
1 )  (
1 2 3
1 ,
1
2 3
0 )
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Chapter 8
Divisors
Let X  tXN , N P N ; pi
M
N : XM Ñ XN ,M ¥ Nu be a generalized
scheme.
8.1 Meromorphic functions
The sheaf of meromorphic functions of level N P N , KN P GR{XN , is
the sheaf of generalized rings over XN associated to the presheaf whose
sections over an open set U  XN are the elements of the quotient ring
S1U OXN pUq, where SU is the multiplicative set in OXN pUqr1s given by
(8.1.1)
SU 
 
a P OXN pUqr1s, for all M ¥ N, all open sets V  ppi
M
N q
1
pUq,
all b1, b2 P OXM pV q, ppi
M
N q
7a  b1  ppi
M
N q
7a  b2 ñ b1  b2
(
We have the canonical injections OXN ãÑ KN , and these are com-
patible:
(8.1.2) for M ¥ N,we have a commutative diagram in GR{XN
OXN ãÑ KN
ppiMN q
7
Ó Ó
ppiMN qOXM ãÑ ppi
M
N qKM
We have an exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups on XN given
by the units,
(8.1.3)  Ñ OXN Ñ K

N Ñ K

N{O

XN
Ñ 
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8.2 Cartier divisors
A Cartier divisor on X , of level N , is a global section of the sheaf
KN{O

XN
. The abelian group of Cartier divisors is denoted
DivpXqN  K

N{O

XN
pXNq
For an invertible meromorphic function f P KNpXNq, let divpfq denote
the image of f in DivpXqN .
Thus a divisor of level N , D P DivpXqN , is represented by an open
covering tUαu of XN , and local equations fα P K

NpUαq, such that
(8.2.1) fα1{fα2 P O

XN
pUα1 X Uα2q for all α1, α2
Two such collections tUα, fαu and tVβ , gβu represent the same divisor
if and only if there exists a common refinement tWγu, and elements
uγ P O

XN
pWγq, such that for all α, β, γ,
(8.2.2) Wγ  Uα X Vβ ñ fα  uγ  gβ on Wγ
8.3 Associated invertible module
For a divisor D P DivpXqN , represented by tUα, fαu, we define the
subsheaf OXN pDq  KN by OXN pDq|Uα  f
1
α OXN |Uα.
The sheaf OXN pDq is an OXN -submodule of KN , in the sense that
the operations of multiplication and contraction of KN satisfy,
(8.3.1)
OXNOXN pDqOXN , pOXN ,OXN pDqq, pOXN pDq,OXN q  OXN pDq
Moreover, OXpDq is an invertible OXN -sheaf, in the sense that it is
locally isomorphic to OXN .
8.4 Effective divisors
A divisorD P DivpXqN is said to be effective if any one of the following
equivalent conditions holds:
(8.4.1) If tUα, fαu represents D, then fα P OXN pUαq.
(8.4.2) OXN  OXN pDq  KN
(8.4.3) OXN pDq  OXN
Thus for effective divisor D, the sheaf OXN pDq is an OXN -ideal,
which is homogeneous (and locally principal). The quotient sheaf
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OD  OXN {EpOXN pDqq is supported in the closed set supppDq 
XN , and psupppDqq,ODq is a closed subscheme of pXN ,OXN q.
Note that for M ¥ N , we have via (8.1.2) a homomorphism of
abelian groups
ppiMN q
7 : DivpXqN Ñ DivpXqM
8.5 Divisors
We let BpXq denote the set of all D  tDNu, DN P DivpXqN , which
are monotone:
(8.5.1)
for M ¥ N, ppiMN q
7DN  DM  d
M
N , with d
M
N P DivpXqM effective;
and are bounded :
(8.5.2)
there exists N0 P N , and dN0 P DivpXqN0 such that for M ¥ N0,
DM  ppi
M
N0
q
7dN0 is effective.
For D  tDNu , D
1
 tD1Nu in BpXq, we write D ¥ D
1 if and only
if
(8.5.3) for all N , there exists τpNq ¥ N , such that for all M ¥ τpNq
we have ppiMN q
7DN  D
1
M  d
M
N , with d
M
N P DivpXqM effective.
We write D  D1 if D ¥ D1 and D ¤ D1. The relation  is an
equivalence relation on BpXq. The collection of -equivalence classes
is defined to be the set of divisors of X .
DivpXq  BpXq{ 
The structures of abelian groups on DivpXqN , induce a structure of
an abelian group on DivpXq. The relation ¥ on BpXq induces a
partial-order on DivpXq, making it an ordered abelian group.
8.6 Example: DivpspecZq
Let X  specZ  tXNuN¥2 square free cf. (6.4), and fix N 
k
±
i1
pi.
The open sets of XN are UM  specZr
1
M
s, any M , and UM
²
tηu
for M |N . A cofinal system of coverings of XN is given by
(8.6.1) Vη  UN
º
tηu, Vpi  UN Mi
º
tpiu, i  1, . . . , k
The sheaf KN is the constant sheaf Q
. Thus D P DivpXqN is repre-
sented by tfη, fp1, . . . , fpku P pQ

q
k 1, with
(8.6.2) fpi{fpj P O

XN
pVpi X Vpjq  Zr
1
NMiMj
s

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(8.6.3) fη{fpi P O

XN
pVη X Vpiq  Zr
1
NMi
s

and with
(8.6.4) fpi P Q
 modulo OXN pVpiq  Zr
1
Mi N{pi
s

(8.6.5) fη P Q
 modulo OXN pVηq  t1u
It follows that we have identification,
(8.6.6) DivpX qN  p
à
p|N
Z  rpsq ` logpQ q  rηs
D  tfη, fp1, . . . , fpku{ ÞÑ
¸
p
νppDq  rps
νηpDq   log |fη|, νppDq  νppfpq for p|N,
pνp  p-adic valuationq
The homomorphism ppiMN q
7 : DivpX qM Ñ DivpX qN is given for M 
N 
l
±
j1
qj by
(8.6.7) ppiMN q
7 : p
à
p|N
Zrpsq ` logpQ q  rηs Ñ p
à
p|M
Zrpsq ` logpQ q  rηs
¸
p|N
νppDqrpslog |fη|rηs ÞÑ
¸
p|N
νppDqrps 
l¸
j1
νqjpfηqrqjslog |fη|rηs
The sequence DN P DivpX qN is monotone if and only if for all
p, including p  η, the filter νppDNq is decreasing. We obtain an
identification,
(8.6.8) DivpX q  pBpX q{q  p
à
p
Zrpsq ` logpR q  rηs
D  tDNu{  ÞÑ
¸
p
νppDq  rps   νηpDq  rηs
with νppDq  lim
N
νppDNq
For f P Q we have
(8.6.9) divpfq 
¸
p
νppfq  rps   νηpfqrηs
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νηpfq   log |f |η, νppfq  p-adic valuation.
We obtain the exact sequence (the ”completed-cohomology-sequence”
associated to (8.1.3),
 Ñ t1u Ñ Q
div
ÝÝÑ DivpX q Ñ R  Ñ 
D ÞÑ eνηpDq 
±
p
pνppDq
8.7 Conjectures
Let X  tXN,Mu  specZ
±
Fr1s
specZ, and let D  DivpX q.
There should exist an intersection pairing
(8.7.1) p , q : D D Ñ R  logpR q
with the usual properties:
(8.7.2) Bilinear: pD1 D2, Cq  pD1, Cq   pD2, Cq
(8.7.3) Symmetric: pD,Cq  pC,Dq
(8.7.4) Linear-equivalence invariant: pD  divpfq, Cq  pD,Cq for f P
KN,MpXN,Mq.
Moreover, there should exist a collection of functions f WpR q,
(8.7.5)
WpR q  t f : R  Ñ R, fpxq and f 1pxq are continuous except for
finitely many points x1, . . . , xN , where
fpxi  0q and f
1
pxi  0q exist, and fpxq compactly
supported ( or |fpxq| and |f 1pxq| are
¤ c maxpx, x1qp
1
2
 εq, ε ¡ 0qu
and a mapping
(8.7.6) Fr : fÑ DivpX q
such that for f1, f2 P f, the intersection pairing is given by
(8.7.7)
pFrpf1q, F rpf2qq  fˆ1p0qfˆ2p1q   fˆ1p1qfˆ2p0q 
¸
ξpαq0
fˆ1pαq  fˆ2p1 αq
with fˆpαq 
8
³
0
fpxqxα dx
x
, the Mellin transform, and the sum is over
the non-trivial zeros of Riemann’s zeta ξpαq.
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Contemplating the geometric analog, one might further conjecture
that the mapping Fr is Z-linear, and satisfy
(8.7.8) Frpf1  f2q  Frpf1q  Frpf2q
with ordinary convolution of functions f1 f2pyq 
8
³
0
dx
x
f1pxqf2p
y
x
q and
(non-commutative) composition of divisors
D1 D2  pr1,3ppD1  specZq  pspecZD2qq
and that moreover
(8.7.9) Frpf 6q  Frpfq6
with
(8.7.10) f 6pxq  x1  fpx1q, and D6  J 7pDq
where J : X

ÝÑ X is interchanging factors
Thus there could be a family of functions fi P WpR
 
q, and divisors
Di P DivpX q, i P I, such that f is the Z-spann
(8.7.11) f 
#
¸
i,j
mi,jfi1     fik  f
6
j1
     f
6
jl
, mi,j P Z
+
and
(8.7.12)
Fr

¸
i,j
mi,jfi1     fik  f
6
j1
     f 6jl


¸
i,j
mi,jDi1  DikD
6
j1
  D6jl
If f is rich enough to localize the zeros of Riemann’s zeta (i.e. is such
that if there is a zero α0 of zeta, ξpα0q  0, with α0  1 α0, then
there is f P f, with
°
ξpαq0
fˆpαq  fˆp1 sαq negative), then the Riemann
Hypothesis would follow from the Castelnuovo-Severi inequality, itself
a consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem for X , cf. [H89].
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